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Trend Toward Accepting Gay Rights

Denounces

Election of Gay Bishop

|

Seems Stalled After Court

a completely joyous day for me."
By Will Lester
Presiding
Bishop
Frank
Associated Press Writer
Griswold, head of the church, said
the bishops voted 62—45 to confirm
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — A
WASHINGTON (AP) —A Su—
Robinson‘s
election. Two bishops
conservative faction ofthe Episco—
preme
Court decision that struck
abstained,
but
their
ballots
under
pal Church denounced the election
down a Texas law banning gay sex
church rules were counted as "no"
ofthe denomination‘s first openly
may have caused a backlash that
votes.
gay bishop and called on Anglican
at least temporarily reversed a
Immediately
after
results
were
leaders worldwide to intervene in
gradual shift toward more public
announced, more than a dozen con—
what it called a "pastoral emer—
acceptance of gay rights, pollsters
servative bishops walked to the
geney."
8
*
podium
of
the
House
of
Bishops,
suggest.
The Aug.5 confirmation of the
The change in polls showed up
surrounding Pittsburgh Bishop
Gene Robinson by the
in recent weeks in CNN—USA To—
Robert Duncan who read a state—
Episcopal General Convention —
ment saying he and the others felt
day—Gallup polls.
delayed after last—minute miscon—
"grief
too
deep
for
words."
One Gallup poll released this
duct allegations — risked a pos—
Some convention delegates who
week shows people are now about
sible exodus of conservatives, who
evenly divided about whether ho—
opposed Robinson left the meeting
said their grief over the decision
mosexual relations should be legal.
in
tears.
was "too deep for words."
"This body willfully confirming
In the poll, taken July 25—27, 48
Robinson was cleared of the
the election ofa person sexually ac—
percent said such relations should
misconduct allegations just before
be legal and 46 percent said they
tive outside of holy matrimony has
the vote.
departed
from
the
historic
faith
and
shouldn‘t.
With his daughter, Ella, and his
order of the Church of Jesus
That‘s a significant change
partner of 13 years, Mark Andrew,
Christ," Duncan said. "This body
from early May, when 60 percent
watching nearby, Robinson ex—
has divided itself from millions of © said that such activity should be
pressed his love for the church.
35 percent said it should
Anglican Christians around the
"God has once again brought an
world."
not.
_ ieta
Easter out of Good Friday," he said.
The American Anglican Coun—
And a poll taken by the Pew
But Robinson acknowledged
Research Center for the People &
cil, which represents conservative
that many in the church would be
Episcopalians,
planned
a
meeting
the
Press in late June and early July
upset by the decision, saying, "That
See Gay Bishop on page 9 found that opposition to gay legal
is the only thing that makes this not
rights had been declining in recent
years. Those who strongly opposed
gay marriage had declined from 4 1
Vatican Launches
percent in 1996 to 30 percent, and
those who supported it had in—

Ruling

By Rachel Zoll
Associated Press Writer

Members of the Lesbian and Gay Coalition for Justice and the Memphis
Gay and Lesbian Community Center celebrated the recent favorable
Supreme Court decision by throwing a party at the center.
creased from 27 percent to 38 per—
cent.
Pollsters are trying to determine
what‘s affecting the shifts.
The Gallup data showed those
who were changing their views re—
cently tended to be conservatives,
moderates and people who attend
church.
Pope John Paul II has been
speaking out for months against
legislative proposals to legalize
same—sex marriages. The Vatican
released a document that outlines a
course of action for politicians and

other lay people to oppose extend—
ing to homosexual couples mar—
riage rights accorded to traditional
couples.
One explanation for the shifts
could be the political debate
sparked by the Supreme Court de—
cision in June and the reaction of
some conservative leaders, said
Andrew Kohut, director ofthe Pew
Research Center.
¢
"As this has become more ofan
issue, there appears to be some
backlash against it as (conserva—
See Trend on page 4

Campaign Against Gays
Arkansas School
By Nicole Winfield
Associated Press Writer
VATICAN CITY (AP) — The
Vatican urged Catholics and non—
Catholics alike July 30 to unite in
campaigning against gay marriages
and gay adoptions, seeking to stem
the widening legal recognition of
same—sex unions and the increas—
ing acceptance of homosexual
lifestyles.
Catholic politicians have a
""moral duty" to oppose laws grant—
ing legal rights to gay couples, and

non—Catholics should follow their
lead since the issue concerns "natu—
ral moral law" and not just Roman
Catholic teaching, said the
Vatican‘s orthodoxy watchdog, the
Congregation for the Doctrine of
the Faith, in its latest effort to rally
public opinion on the issue.
The 12—page document, which
was issued in seven languages, was
immediately criticized by gay
groups across North America and
Europe, where politicians — in—
cluding some conservatives — are
See Vatican on page 8

Settle Lawsuit;
By Caryn Rousseau
Associated Press Writer
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. (AP) —
A teenager disciplined by his
school district for talkimg about
being gay will get $25,000, an apol—
ogy from school officials and his
disciplinary record cleared.
Thomas McLaughlin, 14, of
Jacksonville settled his lawsuit

District,

He Was

Student

Punished

against the Pulaski County Special
School District, which disciplined
him for speaking to his junior high
classmates about his sexual orien—
tation.
In a statement issued through his
secretary, Superintendent Don
Henderson said the school district
was satisfied with the settlement.
The American Civil Liberties
Union filed the lawsuit in April, al—

leging teachers disciplined
McLaughlin for his remarks as well
as preached to him from the Bible
and told his parents that he was gay.
A general condition of the
settlement requires that the school
district not disclose a student‘s
sexual orientation or punish a stu—
dent for talking about his or her
sexual orientation outside the class—
room.
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Fallibility

learned, it‘s that no one is right
all of the time. We all make mis—
takes, some more grievous than
"Things are seldom what they
others. More often than not, there
seem. Skim milk masqueradesas
are errors of omission — we‘re
cream." — W.S. Gilbert
all human and we all forget things
Those of you who are await—
on occasion.
ing Round Two of what might
Throughout my years as edi—
have developed into a raucous
tor
of Gaze and then ofthe Tri—
bitch—fight might as well stop
angle Journal News, the staff has
waiting — it ain‘t gonna happen.
always been small. In the early
Being personally attacked in
days, it was
print is a sober—
reFatively
ing experience;
easy to cover
none of us is so
Opinions expressed in
every
gay
clean and pure
editorials,commentaries
event
this
that he/she can
town had to
and letters are those of
afford to throw
offer
because
stones at—some—
the authors.
there were so
one else. But for
few. Today,
those who be—
it‘s
not
so
easy.
lieve what was said, no. amount
Because of our small staff; we
of protestation on my part will
rely on people within
or—
change their minds..Conversely,
ganizations to keep us inform
for those with an opposite view,
of special events and benefits.
no amount of attacking will
Friends for Life, Memphis Pride
change theirs.
and the Memphis Gay and Les—
All I intend to say in response
bian Community Center have fig—
is "consider the source and their
ured this out and do a really good
motivation." End ofdiscussion.
My partner John and I have job in this regard. They have re—
alized that they don‘t need to nece—
now been publishing a GLBT
essarily buy an ad to get coverage
publication for almost 25 years
of their event in these pages.
and if there is one thing we have
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By Allen Cook

Not: that I have anything
against homosexuals...
ig
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In the past five years however,
we‘ve noticed that some organi=
zations seem to be granting
exclusives to—our competition.
Whether or not that is true is ir—
relevant because doing so really
hurts those organizations more
than it hurts us. Coverage of an
event or story has never been con—
tingent on buying advertising
from us — never. Yes, we would
like the advertising revenue, but
it‘s certainly not a requirement.
The blame for lack of pre—public—
ity for an event often lies with the
organizers.
We were criticized for not cov—
ering Black Pride events this
year... one of those grievous er—
rors of omission on our part. The
reality is that there was a huge
miscommunication internally on
our part (communication in com—
munication businesses is the
worst) resulting in no one from
our staff attending those events.
We sincerely apologize.
|
We hope we‘ve made up for
that in this issue thanks to Corey
Kitchens who took quite a num—
ber of photos and who graciously
is allowing us to print them.
We‘ ve been asking folks to share
their photos of community events
for some time and we sincerely

appreciate the time, and effort he
took to get those photos to us.
In all fairness though, we were
never directly approached or ever
directly informed of Black Pride
events. Yes, we knew they were
happening, but all we knew of
them,. we learned from other than
official sources.
In actuality there are lots of
things we don‘t cover for a wide
variety of reasons — mostly time
and personnel constraints — but
here‘s a tip: if you don‘t see us
there, give us a call or an e—mail
with some information. We‘ll be
glad to pat you on the back for a
job well done and give you the
credit you deserve. And if no one
from TIN. was there to take pic—
tures, offer us some of yours as
Corey Kitchens did.
A few months ago, we hired
Ranetta Jackson as an advertising
representative. Today,. she
doubles as a photographer attend—
ing as many events as she can
throughout the month to.provide
pictures for these pages. .A fact
which has no bearing on anything
as far as I can tell is that Ranetta
is black. She is, perhaps, the most
visible member of our staff in the
community, and I feel she is do—
ing a great job.

The reason she is on our staff
is because she expressed an inter
est and has followed through. She
probably doesn‘t get paid nearly
what she is worth, but, hey, when
the economy turns around, she
will. To be labeled as a "token"
is not only wrong, it‘s unconscio—
nable and irrespomsible espe—
cially when it is done without any
fact—finding. She is neither the
first — nor hopefully the last —
black person to be on our staff.
The Triangle Journal Newsis
operated as a community newspa—
per. It was born out of a contro—
versy almost 15 years ago and has
survived the people and organi—
zations that tried to kill it.
To be honest, if profit was our
primary motive, the paper would
have folded long ago.
Why do we continue? Quite
frankly, it‘s something we love to
do. We have no agendas, no axes
: to grind. We‘re here to serve the
community.
TIN depends on the commu—
nity for the news and information
it contains.To a large extent, it de—
pends on its readers to provide its
material. People are what make a
community and people are what
make the Triangle Journal viable.
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month had me worried. I guess they
just wanted to avoid the mass cel—
ebrations the announcement would
have created at the late June Pride
events around the country.t ~
The Memphis Gay and Lesbian
Community Center and the Lesbian
& Gay Coalition for Justice cel—
— ebrated the right way — they had a
party!

by Allen Cook
Readers beware! The following
column may contain personal refer—
ences, opinions, asides andstuff
that‘s probably only interesting to
me. It should be read skeptically.
Sometimes I will make attributions
and sometimes not. Don‘t like it?
Tough! It‘s my perogative as editor
and columnist. What this column will
not contain is personal attacks.
With that caveat, let‘s begin...
R
¥
First, let me apologize for TIN
being a week late. If you live in Mem—
phis you already know why. If you
live outside of Memphis, let‘s just say
laptop computer batteries don‘t last
nearly long enough!
¥
As long as we are apologizing, let
me apologize to Black Pride for our
lack of coverage in the last issue of
their events over Father‘s Day week—

Human

¥
Speaking of MGLCC, it‘s just
amazing what getting a building to
work out of has done for the organi—
zation. Already they are in danger of
outgrowing their space. More and
end. In fairness, we received no in—
more organizations are electing to
formation directly from the group
about its events. However, Corey ~ meet at the center. The attendance at
their monthly potluck/birthday par—
Kitchens has graciously supplied us
ties is growing by leaps and bounds.
with some pictures of the various
New volunteers have been trained
soireés, many of which you will see
and open hours have expanded. They
in the following pages. As usual the
even have a Saturday night movie
color versions (as well as many
night.
not printed for lack of space)
And for the barflies... it‘s all usu—
appear
on
our
website:
ally over in time for the bar!
www.memphistrianglejournal.com.
Seriously, if you are not a con—
If the Good Lord doesn‘t call, I
tributor to the center, consider it. It‘s
will be in attendance at some ofthe
money well spent.
Bobby Blake Birthday Bash events
Aug. 8—10 — and no, I will not be
wearing sackceT6th and ashes.
I went to the MGLCC annual
meeting on July 13 and found out that
¥
although the individuals suing Fam—
Wasn‘t it nice to have a good
ily & Friends have dropped out, the
piece of news from the Supreme
$750,000 lawsuit brought by
Court during Gay Pride Month?
When they released the Hardwicke _ MGLCC is still ongoing. The likeli—
hood is that the matter will go to ar—
decision years ago (which their re—
bitration for settlement. MGLCC
cent decision overturned), it was dur—
says it is ready to sit down and talk...
ing June as well. The fact that they
guess who won‘t?
waited until the last week ofthe

Rights Cammpaign

¥
— ing worked for Time—Warner in the
Memphis‘ own Bobby Blake will
past, I wouldn‘t hold my breath (al—
be celebrating his 46th birthday with
though the company does have a
a three—day, mostly free, party Aug.
policy which prohibits discrimina—
8—10 open to anyone.
tion based on sexual orientation).
Friday starts with a party at the
Find someone who is willing to
Ramada Inn at 1837 Union Ave. DJ
record these shows for you!
Chris Johnson from L.A. will be
Queer Eye gets another stab at
spinning the tunes, and there will be
fame on its big sister network NBC
free food and drinks. An after— party
on Aug. 14 when a second half hour
will be hosted by Atlanta‘s Men of version will be presented following
Jaguar.
Will & Grace. The Fab Five guest
On Saturday the party will con—
on the Tonight ShowAug. 14 and 15
tinue at The Premiere Palace, 629
where they will do a makeover on
Monroe. There will be no cover and
Jay Leno, band members and the set
free food and beverages. An after—
— sounds like a hoot to me.
party will be hosted by Men of Jag—
For the distaff(is that still a po—
uar and Detroit‘s DNA Productions.
litically correct word?) side, The L
Sunday night will bring "The
Word is set to premiere on Showtime
Black Party" to The Paragon, 2865
in January. It stars Jennifer Beals as
Walnut Grove. The evening will fea—
one of the West Hollywood "L‘"s in
ture the St. John Family and "Who
the title and promises to be the fe—
Wants to be a Star" sponsored by the
male version of Queer As Folk. *
Pardoux Corporation for a $10 cover.
Some other gay—themed programs
Every night there will be male
inthe offing:
dancers from across the U.S. as well
* ‘Gay Hollywood (AMC, Aug.
as porn luminaries J.C. Carter and
11) looks at five gay guys looking
Bam. And if you ever really wanted
for their big break in Tinseltown.
to be a porn star, film producer/di—
* It‘s All Relative (ABC this fall)
rector Edward James will be search—
a guy from a conservative Irish
ing for men and women for video and
Catholic family gets engaged to a
internet work. Only the hot, hot, hot
cultured Harvard gal with two dads.
need apply.
* Mr. and Mr. Nash (ABC, 2004)
Interior decorators by day, they
sleuth at night — sort of a gay Hart
Oh, my God!!! Have you seen
to Hart.
Queer Eyefor the Straight Guy? and
Boy Meets Boy on Bravo? If Time
Warner doesn‘t add this channel to
its line—up, I would definitely be in
the market for a satellite dish. Hav—

¥
Question of the month: Why does
karma take so damned long to work?

Expresses Profound Disappointment

at President Bush‘s Call to Codify Discrimination
vides a federal payment to the
Ohio is raising 1.79 children,
WASHINGTON —The Human
a marriage is between a man and a
beneficiaries of public safety of—
while the average heterosexual
Rights Campaign expressed pro—
woman. And I think we ought to
ficers killed in the line of duty,
couple is raising 1.93 children.
found disappointment in remarks
codify that one way or the other.
including same—sex or opposite—
Also
in
Ohio,
75.1
percent
of
made by President Bush during a
And we‘ve got lawyers looking at
same—sex couples own their sex domestic partners.
press conference July 30 in which
the best way to do that."
"On the one hand, we have
homes, and 82.2 percent of other
he said he supported codifying mar—
The president‘s remarks are in
couples own their homes, which seen the president act with com—
riage in the United States as being
contrast with Vice President Dick
have the same median value of passion and tolerance by signing
between one man and one woman.
Cheney‘s statements during a vice
$112,500.
f important bills like the Mychal
‘"We are very disappointed that
presidential debate prior to the
In January, 2002, the president Judge Act into law. At the same
the president is trying to further
2000 election.
time, he also seems to be work—
signed a Washington, D.C. appro—
codify discrimination into law. The
"People should be free to enter
ing to strengthen laws that deny
priationsbill that grants domes—
deeply discriminatory 1996 De—
into any kind of relationship they
more
than 1,000 federal rights,
tic
partners
of
city
employees
fense of Marriage Act already de—
want to enter into. It‘s really no one
benefits and protections to law—
access to health benefits. In June
nies gay and lesbian Americans
else‘s business, in terms oftrying
abiding, tax—paying gay and les—
2002, the president also signed
basic rights like the ability to take
to regulate or prohibit behavior in
bian Americans who are now
the
Mychal
Judge
Act,
which
pro—
time off work to care for a sick part—
that regard," said Cheney. "I think —
ner. We ask the president to ex—
different states are likely to come
plain to the American people why
to different conclusions, and that‘s
measures in the polls." But in two
DOMA does not already meet the
appropriate. I don‘t think there Trend
separate polls in July, Gallup sur—
objective he set this morning," said
should necessarily be a federal
Continued trom page 1
veys detected shifts against gay
HRC Political Director Winnie
policy in this area...I think we
rights.
tive) leadership has taken up the
Stachelberg.
ought to do everything we can to
The Gallup poll showéd that
cudgels," Kohut said, referring to
Answering a question on the
tolerate and accommodate what—
those who say homosexuality
efforts to block additional gay
morality of homosexuality, the
ever kind of relationships people
should be acceptable had dropped —
rights such aproposed constitutional ——from54 percent inMayto46 per— ~
_____president said, "I think it‘s very —<~—want to enter—4nto."— ———
amendment to ban gay marriage.
important for our society to respect
A recent study ofthe 2000 Cen—
cent, and the number who thought
"The issue has become politi—
sus by the Urban Institute showed
each individual, to welcome those
it should not had increased 6 points
cized," Kohut said. "But there is
with good hearts, to be a welcom—
that gay and lesbian Americans live
to about half.
G
still a long—term trend toward lib—
ing country. On the other hand, that
in 99.3 percent of the counties in
Newport cautioned the poll data
eralization of views."
does not mean that somebody like
this country. The study also
offered no specific reasons for the
Frank Newport, executive edi—
me needs to compromise on an is—
showed the average American
shift. But he noted the timing.
tor of the Gallup Poll, said, "The
sue such as marriage. And that‘s
The two most recent Gallup
same—sex couple is, statistically
trends had clearly been moving up
I
really where the issue is headed
speaking, a mirror image of the
polls were taken after the 6—3 rul—
in terms of public acceptance ofthe
here in Washington, and that is the
ing in which the Supreme Court
average married American
legality of homosexual relations
definition of marriage. I believe in
threw out the Texas law prohibit—
J
couple. For example, the average
and also on other gay and lesbian
the sanctity of marriage. I believe
ing homosexual activity, saying
same—sex couple with children in
Page 4 — Triangle Journal News — August 2003

being faced with new forms of
codified discrimination. That is
just wrong," said Stachelberg.
The Human Rights Campaign
is the largest national lesbian and
gay political organization, with
members throughout the country.
It lobbies Congress, provides
campaign support and educates
the public to ensure that gay, les—
bian, bisexual and transgender
Americans can be open, honest
and safe at home, at work and in
the community.

such a statute violates privacy
rights under the Constitution.
Supporters of gay rights pre—
dicted the decision could eventu—
ally lead to the legalization of gay
marriage, although few predicted
when
might happen. Mean—
while;thetelevision industryhas
been producing more shows with
gay themes — such as Boy Meets
Boy and Queer Eye for the Straight
Guy — as well as more mainstream
shows with plots about gay char—
acters.
The Supreme Court decision,
Newport said, focused attention on
the possibility that gays and lesbi—
ans might gain more legal rights in
the future.

=

Images of

BlackPride

2003 — The

Pool

Party

Photos by
Corey Kitchens
Visit
memphistrianglefournal.com
for color versions
of these pictures.
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Move Over
It‘s the

Vagina Monologues;

History of Church

Dick Dialogues
Guests will be staying at the
newly renovated Five Point
Group Lodge, which consists of
five cottages, a bunkhouse and a
conference center used for meet—
ings and dining.
Each cottage sleeps
12 (six to a room) and has
two bathrooms each with
a tub and shower. The
— bunkhouse sleeps 16
(eight to a room) and has
two showers and six ba—
sins.
The weekend is lim—
ited to 76 people. Regis—
tration before Sept. 3 is
$100 ($125 after). The
fee includes room, board
and access to all camp
events and activities. The.
‘wifee does not include
transportation. the rental of any
equipment or horseback riding.
For more information on reg—
istration, call (615) 391—9033 or
e—mail info@dickdialogues.org.

__ the weekend are community dis—
cussions, films and videos, medi—
tation sessions, outdoor sports, a
No, it‘s not the gay man‘s an—
party on Saturday night, and
swer to the Vagina Monologues,
evening bonfire as well as hiking,
it‘s a conciousness raising week—
end for gay and bisexual men
slated for October 24—26 in
Natchez Trace State Park.
According to the organiz—
ers. the weekend is about
meeting other guys and devel—
oping healthy intimacy.
"It‘s about understanding
the variations within our com—
munity. "It‘s about an awak—
ening of ourspirits. It‘s about
exploring what it means to be
a man and how tolive in com—
munity," states the event bro—
chure.
The gay and bisexual
men‘s weekend is planned ‘to
walking, and sleep and—relaxation.
provide guests with a wide variety
The setting for the weekend will
of opportunities. Guests do not
be Natchez Trace State Park about
have to attend every event and ac—
40 miles northeast of Jackson,
tivity, but are: asked, to attend the
Tenn., and 90 miles southwest of
four group dialogues.
Nashville.
Among the opportunities during
By Allen Cook

Summer Softball

Tournament,

Fall SeasonAnnounced
~Time is still available to get
your team ready to play fall soft—
ball with the Bluff City Sports

Association.
The fall season—will begin on
Sun.,
continue
through October..Games will be
played on Sunday afternoons at
Tobey Fields.
The BCSA is a competitive
league that is also recreational.
The league is open—to— anyone
wantingto play.
There are teams that need
people, or if you have enough
players to start a new team,
BCSA can help you find people
to play and businesses to sponsor
you. Contact .the group. @
www’.b|u‘ffcity'spOrls‘ﬂet
or
e—mail
commish@
bluttulysporls net.
‘BCSA Softball Tournament
for the summer season will he
held on Sun., Aug. 10,
at Toby Fields.. The BCSA is
having a double elimination soft—
ball tournament with the teams

Integrity Meeti ng to Feature

—

The next regular monthly
meeting of Integrity—Memphis
will be held on Tues., Aug. 19,
at 6:30 p.m. at Calvary Episco—
pal Church, Second at
Adams.
The meeting will
begin with a worship
service led by Rev.
Tim Meadows. Dinner
will followat a cost of
$10 for members, free
for first—time guests.
At
7:30 p.m.,
Meadows will present a program
on the history ofthe church from
its beginnings to the present.
Integrity—Memphis is the lo—
cal chapter of a national organi—
zation, Integrity—USA, which

Softball Clinic
Ever wondered if you would have fun playing soft—
ball? Do you play softball now, but really want to focus
on improving a specific skill. Come out to the "Brush up
on the Basics" Softball Clinie.
Some ofthe best softball players in the Bluff City
Sports Association have gotten together to teach anyone
who wants to learn, what they want or need to learn.
There will be chmcq
Batting, pitching, catching, —
fielding, throwmv‘an‘ﬂggdine basics. The clinic is open to
anyone with an fhterestand there is no charge. The only
thing you‘ll need to bring is your interest. —
if
you
are
interested
~contact
commish@bluffceitysports.net. or call 901—301—7091 for
more information. The clinic will be Sun., Aug. 24, 1

p.m. at Tobey Field #1.

integrity_memphis/main.html

Memphis LGCJ

Fills

| Board P
ositions
At a special open board meet— non—discrimination ordinance in—
ing Sat. July 19, the Memphis troduced after the election.
Lesbian & Gay Coalition for Jus—
Monthly board meetings are
tice added several new board open.to anyone and will be held on
members and filled two
the third Saturday of each month
vacant officer posi— Lesbian and Gay . at 2 p.m@at the Memphis
tions. —
f
Gay & Lesbian Commu—
Coahtlo f nity Center, 892 S. Coo—
The existing officers

from its summer league, with the Fields Park, Fields #2 and #3.
were Jim Maynard, co—
final game to be played at 6 p.m.
chair, and Tim Johnson,
Toby Fields Park is located
All games are played at Tobey , at Central and Hollywood ~>>——|> Areasurer.

BCSA to Stage

serves within the Episcopal
Church. Its mission is to promote
understanding between the gay
community and the church. Regu—
lar monthly meetings host
a variety of programs,
covering a wide range of
topics of interest to
GLBTs. There are mem—
bers of many faith tradi—
tions and visitors are
always welcomed.
Integrity meets the
third Tuesday of each month at
6:30 at Calvary Church, followed
by dinner and a program. For more
information, visit the website at

for

per. The next meeting is

Just;
a

‘Aug. 16.
#.» The MemphisLesbian
The newly added of—
& Gay Coalition for Jus—
ficers are: Stat Adams;,.co—chairg tiee is grassroots organization
and James Williams, secretary..‘ working to fight prejudice and dis—
Also joiningthe board were: crimination, and defend the civil
Glenn Ramsey and Justin Cint. _ rights of, GLBFE people.
For—more information visit
The board will be focusing on
registering new voters for the im— online at www.geocities.com/
portant upcoming city elections, mlgej or e—mail mlgej@yahoo.com
and continuing work to get a city

MGLCC Elects New
Officers, Board Members
The following individuals
were elected. to the
MGLCC Board ofDirec—
tors at its annual meeting
on Sun., July 13:
s
Vice President — Heidi
Williams

Bohannon, Jon Devin, Kevin
Dugan, Skyler Goldman,
John.
_—Heizer,
Wes
McComas and Mickey
Scott.
_.Len Piechowski re—
mains as president since
Secretary .— Jim
PI (HH that position has a two—year
term which expires next
W community center year.
Johnston —
See photo feature on
Membefs at Larue 3 Chuck page 14.
*
Maynard

memphis ou [PENS

Treasurer — Hunter

MLGCJ Organizing Voter Drive
The Memphis Lesbian & Gay
Coalition for Justice is organizing
a voter registration drive to encour—
age everyone to register to vote for
the upcoming Memphis city élec—
tions in October. In order to vote
people need to be registered 30
days prior to the election.

Mail—in voter registration forms "them up at the Memphis Gay. &
can be picked up at the Memphis Lesbian Community Center, con—
Gay & Lesbian Community Cen— tact
MLGCJ
at
ter, 892 S. Cooper, Inz & Outz and mlgey@yahoo.com or call Jim at
other participating businesses.
327—2677
Anyone wishing to help distrib—
ute registration forms can pick

Advertising space donated as a public service of the

YOU SEE THIS LITTLE LINE OFTEN —
BECAUSE WE CARE
ABOUT OUR COMMUNITY
For information about free advertising
for community organizations...
Call (901) 454—1411
(Some restrictions apply)
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INSURANC

Auto — Home — Life — Annuities
Sensitive to the Needs of the Goy & Lesbian Commu
nity
Office: 377—1075

Enrica Ramey

Home: 374—9502

E—mail: enricaramey@aol.com
IS YOUR LIFE IN A
FEEDBACK LOOP

9

"

Needing more fulfillment?
Wanting more changes in your life?
Having difficulty in figuring out the problem?
Considering therapy to get you on track?
Genuine
Caring Therapis
ttyfocusing
on:Issues
*Relation
shipsand+ Depressi
on/Anxie
+
Abuse
* Goal and Motivational Coaching

Rhonda Manning H dajz, LCSW 757—7706
Masters Level Licensed Clinical Social Worker

Photos by
Corey Kitchens
Visit
memphistrianglefournal.com for}
color versions ofthese p/bturs

litt.

"2

Buy a Subscrl ption to the
=

|

Mid—South‘s only Gay and Lesbian
Community Newspaper
for yourself or for a friend.
12 Issues for $20
mailed First Class, discreetly,
so you don‘t have to wait for the news.
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE _____ ZIP

PHONE
Mail to: Triangle Journal News
P.O. Box 11485
Memphis, TN 38111—0485
-----_‘_--------------J
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Activists Seek Law in Anti—gay Minister‘s
By John Hanna
Associated Press Writer
TOPEKA, Kan. (AP) — Outsiders often
assume this community is a conservative
place where social change occurs slowly.
After all, a Kansas law specifically
criminalizing gay sex remained on the books
this year, after most other states had repealed
theirs. And among the Kansas capital‘s
122,000 residents is a minister whose church
has .offended people across the nation with
anti—homosexual pickets and signs with slo—
gans like "God hates fags."
But Topeka alsois home to activists seek—
ing an ordinance that would protect gays and
lesbians from discrimination.
The City Council narrowly rejected such
a proposal last year, and a national group has
made enacting an ordinance its priority. Ac—
tivists, cheered by a recent U.S. Supreme
Court ruling that invalidated state laws
against gay sex, plan to revive their proposal,
perhaps this coming fall.
The activists face a reluctant council and
more than a few Topeka residents who find
the anti—gay picketing offensive but also view
homosexuality as morally wrong. Yet sup—
porters of a gay rights ordinance believe they
can enact protections against discrimination.
"We think what is happening here in To—
peka is incredibly important for our move—
ment for equal rights across the country,"
said Mait Foreman, executive director ofthe
National Gay and Lesbian Task Force.
Talk of another attempt at enacting an
ordinance does not surprise Dan Walker,

SIMPLY
AT

THE
TO

spokesman for the Family Action Network,
a non—denominational group that opposes the
idea. He said gays and lesbians are seeking
special rights and are working toward legal:
17mg gay marriages.
"The endgame in all ofthis is acceptance
of homosexuality in Christianity," Walker
said. "That‘s never going to happen. There‘s
always going to be a remnant that adheres to
the Scriptures."
The vote last September was 4—5 against
an ordinance, described as. an anti—discrimi—
nation or human rights proposal by its sup—
porters and as a broad special rights
enactment by opponents.
The ordinance‘s sponsor, council mem—
ber Lisa Hecht, lost her seat in an April mu—
nicipal election, largely over that single
issue. That dampened other council mem—
bers‘ interest in taking up the issue.
Council member Duane Pomeroy, who
voted for the ordinance last year, said it po—
larized the Lommwugy and recalled his ad—

Hometown

The U.S. Supreme Court‘s ruling June 26
in a Texas case, striking down that state‘s
anti—sodomy law, undercut one argument
against the proposed Topeka ordinance, that
the city should not extend protection to resi—
dents who are likely violating Kansas law.
State officials said the court ruling invali—
dated the Kansas law as well. _
‘"Why should someone be discriminated
against just because of who they are?" said
Bill Beachy, spokesman for Concerned Citi—
zens of Topeka, a group formed by both gay
and straight Topekans to answer the anti—gay
picketing in the city.
>
But Walker said: "Homosexuality is a
choice. It‘s not a sexual orientation. It‘s a
sexual preference."
Enacting an ordinance in Topeka might

not be as important to the national task force
were it not for the Rev. Fred Phelps Sr., pas—
tor of the Westboro Baptist Church.
For more than a dozen years, church
members, many related to the pastor by
vice to supporters: "Don‘t bringit up unless blood or marriage, have picketed, becoming
you‘re fairly confident you have the:votes,,,, fixtures outside funerals for AIDS victims,
or can get the votes."
—
venues for major events and other churches
A council member who voted no, Harold —— including Walker‘s — believed to be too

Lane, said he would not be surprised if the
issue arose again but, "I haven‘t heard any—
one bring it up."
That‘s in sharp contrast to what Foreman
and other activists said is the interest in pur—
suing the ordinance among his group, gays
and lesbians, and others. Activists have
started raising money and going door—to—door
to build support; they hope a proposal will
be introduced to the council in November.

HOST A

PLACE

TABLE PARTY
BENEFIT

For more information on howyou can become a host or sponsor,
call (901) 43—4PATT or send email to apattmemphis@yahoo.com
Friends For Life‘s programs are funded in part by the United Way ofthe Mid—South and the
City of Memphis. . 1 Place at the Table is an official Friends For Life fundraising event.
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Vatican
Continued from page 1
increasingly granting homosexual couples
the same legal status as heterosexual couples.
‘"This new document is intended to intimi—
date public officials across the globe into
doing what the Vatican has not been able to
do on its own — stem the growing tide for
justice," said Marianne Duddy, executive
director of Dignity USA, an organization of
gay Catholics. "It is a tremendous shame that
the leaders of our church are becoming the
vocal proponents for intolerance and con—
tinuing discrimination."
The document, Considerations Regard—
ing Proposals to Give Legal Recognition to
Unions Between Homosexual Persons, sets
out a battle plan for politicians confronted
with legislation legalizing same—sex unions
and also rails against gay adoption, saying
children raised by same—sex parents face
developmental "obstacles" because they are
deprived of having either a mother or a fa—
ther.
"Allowing children to be adopted by per—
sons living in such unions would actually
mean doing violence to these children, in the
sense that their condition of dependency
would be used to place them in an environ—
ment that is not conducive to their full hu—
man development," it said.
The document says Catholic politicians
must vote against laws granting recognition
to homosexual unions. If the laws are already
on the books, politicians must speak out
against them, work to repeal them and try to
limit their impact on society.
"There are absolutely no grounds for con—
sidering homosexual unions to be in any way
similar or even remotely analogous to God‘s
plan for marriage and family," the document
said.
"To vote in favor of a law so harmful to
the common good is gravely immoral," it
added, although it didn‘t provide for specific
penalties for Catholics who fail to oppose
such laws.
It wasn‘t clear what impact, if any, the
new document would have on Catholic law—
makers grappling with demands from gay

quiet about "the sodomite agenda."
Phelps has been interviewed repeatedly,
most recently by Hustler magazine. Playright
Moises Kaufman portrayed Phelps — un—
fairly, the pastor said, but accurately, others
thought — in The Laramie Project, about
the 1998 murder of gay University of Wyo—
ming student Matthew Shepard. Phelps‘
church flies the—American and Canadian
flags upside down — the Canadian on top
because of that nation‘s acceptance of gay
marriages.
And Phelps relishes another battle in To—
peka, saying, "It‘d just be fun."
"They know that whatever they do, here
we are, saying it is a monstrous sin in the
face of God," Phelps said. "They know if
they can‘t break us in this place, they‘ ve lost
the war, no matter what the successes else—
where."
Foreman said that some ofhis fellow ac—
tivists outside Kansas assume that Phelps
shows "nothing pro—gay can happen" in To—
peka.
"We‘re going to show it can — and will,"
he said. "By winning in Topeka, it gets easier
everywhere."

groups for equality in issues such as inherit—
ance rights and being allowed to make health
care decisions for incapacitated partners.
Canadian Prime Minister Jean Chretien,
who is Catholic, has supported a proposed
law that would conform"to court rulings
in defining marriage as a union between
two people, rather than a man and a
woman.
f
"As prime minister of Canada, he has
the. moral_responsibility: to—protect the
equality of Canadians," a spokesman,
Thoren Hudyma, told the Globe and Mail
newspaper in explaining that Chretien‘s
duty was to the public, not his church.
In June, an appeals court in Ontario
ruled that Canada‘s definition of marriage
as only between a man and a woman was
unconstitutional, paving the way for legal—
ized gay unions there.
Vermont has a "civil union" law, giv—
ing same—sex couples the rights and re—
sponsibilities of traditional marriages, and
the highest court in Massachusetts, is
weighing whether to legalize such unions.
In reaction, some Republican lawmak—
ers in Washington are calling for a consti—
tutional amendment that would ban gay
marriages nationwide, despite recent polls
showing that opposition to gay marriage
had diminished in recent years.
Over the past two years, the Netherlands
and Belgium extended marriages rights to
all couples, no matter the partners‘ gen—
der. Germany, France, Sweden and Den—
mark also have "civil union" laws.
In the Netherlands and Belgium, the
proposals were backed by conservative
Christian Democrat parties, which stressed
that they respected the Vatican‘s viewpoint
but had decided that its teaching on the
issue wasn‘t appropriate.
On July 30, President George W. Bush
weighed in on the issue, telling a press
conference that marriage was defined
strictly as a union between a man and a
woman and that he wants to "codify
that one way or the other."
Government lawyers are exploring mea—
sures to enshrine it into law, the White
House said.

Cdming Out Project
Launches 2003 Theme: ‘It‘s a Family Affair‘
WASHINGTON
— "It‘s a
Family
Affair"
—
celebrating
gay,
lesbian,families
bisexual
andthe
_ theme
transgender
—
is
forOutthisProject,
year‘stheNational
Coming
Humanan—
Rights
Campaign
Foundation
nounced
July 24. . awareness
_‘
To promote
HRC

Foundation‘s

of
GLBT families living honest and
open lives, the HRC Foundation
will offer resources to GLBT
couples, parents and their children
as well as straight friends and rela—
tives.
"There‘s immeasurable power
in simply being visible," said
Candace Gingrich, HRC‘s Na—
tional Coming Out Project man—
ager.
"As the national discussion on
GLBT families progresses, it‘s
more important now than ever to
live openly and honestly. We‘ve
got to spread the message that —
under current law — Americans
can share the same hopes and
dreams but can‘t share the same
legal protections."

National

National Coming Out Day is
celebrated every Oct. 11 to mark
the anniversary of the 1987 march
on Washington for gay and lesbian
equality.
Each year since, thousands of
GLBT people and allies have cel—
ebrated National Coming Out Day
in schools, churches and businesses
nationwide through workshops,
speak—outs, rallies and other events
aimed at showing the public that
GLBT people are everywhere.
"Studies of the most recent cen—
sus show that GLBT couples live
in nearly every county in the United
States, and, in many ways, we mir—
ror the makeup of heterosexual
families," said Lisa Bennett,
deputy director for. HRC
FamilyNet
(www .hre.org/
familynet), the most comprehen—
sive resource on GLBT family1s—
sues.
‘"Whatsets our families apart,
however, is the absence of legal
rights and protections. When we
come out, we bring to light those
inequities."

In conjunction with the National tional Coming Out Day, call 1—800— for GLBT people and their friends
Coming Out Project, Absolut Spir— 866—NCOD or visit www.hre.org/ and family are also available there.
its Co. last month announced an ad— ncop. Resources and action items
vertising campaign celebrating the
contributions of the GLBT commu—
nity.
The campaign features a travel—
Living Word
ing billboard, national print adver—>
tising and online auctions featuring
Christian Church
items from celebrity closets, in—
cluding Madonna, Elizabeth Tay—
lor, k.d. lang, Christina Aguilera
2489 Broad Avenue
and Gus Van Sant.
Memphis, TN 38 1 1 2
In addition, HRC‘ s National
Coming Out Project will be a ben—
901—452—6272
eficiary of profits from a DVD en—
(Adjacent
to the Post Office)
titled "Coming Out Party," slated
for release Oct. 11.
The DVD will feature gay and
“Eegon
Services:
lesbian stand—up comics telling‘
their coming out stories. The ‘to"
Sunday 10AM and 6PM
medians, who include‘B6b Smith,
also Wednesday at 7ZPM
Sabrina ‘Matthews and Terry
Sweeney, were taped live in June.
The DVD is being produced by
A Powerful Place to Belong...
Creative Light Entertainment, ad—
vertising pioneer Howard Bragman
and Un—Cabaret Multi/Media.
For more information on Na—

Cathedral of Hope Leader Submits
Resignation Letter to Congregation
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Office (901) 278—4380 BEE;
Residence (901) 454—1931
54 S. Cooper « Memphis, TN 38104
e—mail: STEVENC1@AOL.COM
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in Plano, Texas, in October to de—
cide their next move.
Gay rights advocates, mean—
while, claimed Robinson‘s con—
firmation as a major victory. The
Rev. Michael Hopkins, president
of Episcopal gay advocacy group
Integrity, said he was "grateful to
God" for the vote.
"This is a strong message to
gay, lesbian, bisexual., and
transgender persons that the Epis—
copal Church does, indeed, wel—
come you," Hopkins said:
The church has been debating
the—role of gays for decades. In
1998, a worldwide meeting of
Anglican leaders approved a teso—
lution calling gay sex "incompat—
ible with Scripture," but the
denomination has ‘no official
rules — either for or against —
%

Steve Solomon

§

%

ﬁx

SvH.LSINLED

Continued from page 1

ordaining gays.
Some Episcopal panshes al—
ready allow homosexual clergy to
serve, but Robinson is the first
clergyman in the Anglican Com—
munion to live openly as a—gay
man before he was elected
bishop.
‘ Robinson, a 56—year—old di—
vorced father of two, will be con—
secrated in the New Hampshire
Diocese in November.
If conservatives do decide to
break away, it was unclear what
that would mean for the Episco—
pal Church. Some parishes could
split from their dioceses and
refuse to recognize clergy who
support homosexuality, but stop
short of a complete separation. ._
‘A full schism would trigger,
among other things, bitter fights
over parish assets and undercut
the global influence of the U.S.
church.

HOLIDAYS

Gay Bishop

That day Piazza
church dissidents announcing the
letter of resignation.
%
"You have publicly humiliated
me and my family ... How much
more do you need of me?" he
wrote.
|
Piazza has been with the church
for 16 years. Earlier, he gave up his
ministry credentials but continued
his role as dean and co—pastor of
the church, which has more than
3,000 members.

SEASONAL

Piazza was not accused ofsteal—
DALLAS: (AP) —The head of
ing
money and has said he is inno—
the world‘s largest gay and lesbian
church has said he will resign if , cent.
The letter allows the Rev. Mona
conflicts within the church are not
West,
the church‘s pastor, to re—
lessened in the next few months.
move
him. "for the:good of the
Michael Piazza, the leader of
the Cathedral —of Hope in. Dallas, church."
The church was under investi—
is taking a three— to six—month sab—
gation
by the Universal Fellowship
batical away from accusations con—
of Metropolitan Community
cerning management of the
Churches until the congregation
church‘s health insurance, the
overwhelmingly voted to disaffili—
capital campaign fund. and
ate
from the. organization July 28.
Piazza‘s personal expense account.

|
1

LClCL Eu,lnchktem
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NOW OPEN

Turspay = Fripay, 10—5 + Saturpays, 10—6
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Bring THIS AD
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The

.2, Barnes & Noble has long cel—
ebrated Gay Pride Month in June
by featuring special GLBT reading
selections. This year, they stood
In any case, finding out that we firm in the face of harsh"criticism
do indeed have some friends on the over gay author Michael Schiefel—
Supreme Court has inspired us to bein‘s book—signing.
celebrate those who have long been
3. Melange has become a popu—
our friends in Memphis by provid— lar night spot for gay folks with a
ing gay—affirming resources to the penchant for great martinis. Their
community. When asked, "Who warmth has been extended from a
are some our best friends?" mem— friendly environment to gay—
bers of the Memphis Gay and Les— themed entertainment. Young Ave.
bian Community Center responded Deli also gets a nod for sponsoring
with these
gay softball teams.
suggestions
4. The Memphis
and others:
Flyer
provides
1. First
weekly news, enter—
Congrega—
tainment and sports
tro n a 1
without gagging over
U nat e d
words like "sexual
Church of
orientation." Their
Christ and
cut—to—the—chase re—
Nes h 0 b a
porting has provided
Unitarian
more in—depth infor—
and Univer—
mation on GLBT—re—
Ue E
$ al 1 st
lated stories than any
CHuUFCH:
other
non—gay print
memphis gay & |eitR
which are
media in town.
community center
k n o w n
5. Karen Borth has
within their
been serving as the
respective denominations as an MAGY (Memphis Area Gay
"Open and Affirming Congrega— Youth) "Mom" for 10 years, and
tion" and a "Welcoming Congre— is the only remaining co—founder of
gation." Both churches have the organization still working with
elected to perform and honor same the group. Describing herself as a
sex marriages, and offer support to "compulsive baker," this straight
other churches interested in open— grandmother from Cordova has —
ing their doors to members ofthe provided unconditional love and
GLBT community.
carrot cake to hundreds of gay teen—
a
agers.
6. First Baptist Church and its
pastor, Rev. Dr. Kenneth Corr, got
a mention for leadership in provid—
ing space and manpower for
Friend‘s for Life‘s annual monu—
ment to those in Shelby County
who have died of AIDS.
7. Dr. W.W. Herenton is the first
mayor of Memphis to open a di—
rect line of communication to the
GLBT community and was nota—
bly present at MGLCC‘s ribbon—

In July, MGLCC was still clean—
ing up from a fabulous Fourth of
July picnic (attended by more than
60 people) when the overwhelm—
ing news came in that the U.S. Su—
preme Court had struck down
sodomy laws in 13 states and af—
firmed gays and lesbians right to
privacy. Of course Tennessee‘s
sodomy laws were struck down
years ago, but the Memphis com—
munity had a real reason to cel—
ebrate. This is after all, the first
time any branch ofthe federal gov—
ernment has made any kind of af—
firmation of gays and lesbians as
deserving of everyday rights.
A party was put together on the
spur of the moment at the Mem—
phis Gay and Lesbian Community
Center at 892 S. Cooper, and was
well attended despite the hasty in—
vitations. Some joked that the cake,
which read, "With Liberty and Jus—
tice for All," should have said, "We
Messed with Texas!"
Our reaction as a community
center, though, is many—sided. In
one sense, it feels like a splash of
cold water waking us to the real—
ization of newfound hope. On the
other hand, it‘s a bit like having the
government give you permission to
wash behind yourears. How much
money has been wasted in need—
lessly criminalizing people?

MGLCC

cutting ceremony in February.

Community Corner

8.

WKNO has

biographies

and

been

showing

* Vice

other program—

ming such as Mark Jones‘

local

Board

members

elected on July 13, 2003:
President:

Heidi

iams

Will—

E

film, Eli Parker Is Getting Mar—

* Secretary: Jim Maynard

ried? making public in the CA its

* Treasurer: Hunter W. Johnston

belief that good

programming

is

more important than a few paltry

*+ At—Large:
Jon

Devin,

Goldman,

complaints.
9. Playhouse on the Square and

Chuck

Bohannon,

Kevin

Dugan,

John.

Helzer,.

Skyler
Wes

McComas and Mickey Scott

Circuit Playhouse under the lead—
ership of Jackie Nichols not only

August Calendar

slate plays of interest and impor—
Sundays, 8 p.m. — AA Meeting.

tance to the GLBT community such
The Laramie

Mondays,

Project and Love!

Valour! Compassion‘!, but also pro—

Fridays,

vide singing contingents of highly
amusing actors for Memphis‘ an—
nual

Pride

Parade

including this

year‘s Bat Boy troupe.
10. The Cooper—Young Neigh—
borhood rounds out our Top Ten
in

acknowledgment of the

warm

and safe environment which com—
munity leaders

have

worked

so

hard to create by welcoming gay
and

lesbian

residents,

businesses

and organizations.
The newly elected board mem—_
bers of the Memphis Gay and Les—
bian Community Center invite you
to stop by the center at 892 S. Coo—
per during our new extended hours:
Mondays, Thursdays and Fridays:
6— 10 p.m.; and Saturdays and Sun—
days 2—10 p.m. Call 278—GAYS for
more information on weekly sched—
uled events.

7:30

p.m.

—

Plus

Group.
7—9

p.m. — Coffece—

house nights.
Saturdays, 7 p.m. — Saturday
Nites at the Gaiety" Movie (call
278—GAYS for movie schedule).
Fri., Aug. 8 & 22, 9:30 p.m.—
Motely Blue.
Sat., Aug., 16, 6 p.m. —
MGLCC Potluck and Birthday
Bash.
Sun., Aug. 17, 2 p.m. — Log
Cabin Republicans.
Sun., Aug. 17, 6—8 p.m. —
MGLCC Board of Directors Meet—
ings (open to public).
Sun., Sept. 7, 2—4 p.m. — Town
Hall Meeting, Topic TBA.
All events take place at 892 S.
Cooper unless otherwise indicated.
For more information or to sched—
ule an event, call Kevin Dugan at
314—0915.

Christian Funeral Directors
Funeral Home — Pre—need Insurance — Monuments
Flower Shop — Printing
2615 Overton Crossing e Memphis, TN 38127
(901) 358—0062
Special at need Funeral Plan includes the following:
* Professional Service
* Pickup and Embalming
« Use of chapel or church within fifty mileradius
* Use of hearse within fifty mile radius
* Cosmetology, Dressing and Casketing Remains
* Casket — twenty—gauge steel (non—protective)

Package Total : $995.00

A
ME |ntegrity Memphis
when. integrityusa .org

{gfgrrd}

inclustee love to the

EpiscopalCharl andthe gary. festurn,

disecual, andtomsgender communty
MEETINGS: 3" Tuesday
6:30 p.m. » Worship

HYPNOTHERAPY
* Stop Smoking
* Weight Loss / Eating Disorders
*+Memory and Study Skills
* Stress and Anxiety
* Sexual Dysfunction
* PTSD (Post Traumatic Stress Lhwulm)

—

MASSAGE

—

BY

PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES
* Individual Therapy
* Group Therapy
_» Adolescent Therapy

7:00 p.m. » Dinner & Program

* Marriage & Family Therapy

Calvary Episcopal Church
102 N. Second St. {(2" & Adams)

{enter from the parking lot)

Office Hours by Appointment
Insurance Accepted

/
NATIONALLY CERTIFIED MASSAGE THERAPIST

Eric Cassius, LPC, CHT

for more information: 201.525.6602
Whatever the

ﬁertfgmand’ar fault tradition, Acc ars Waccoms!

815. Mt. Moriah Road

761—7977
caish@aol.com
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CDC Cites Troubling

numberperyear
of newly
diagnosedthrough—
HIV
By
Daniel
Yee
cases
fell
steadily
Associated Press Writer out the 1990s, even among gay
men.The increase in HIV cases can
ATLANTA
(AP)
—
The
num—
ber ofamong
newlygaydiagnosed
casesmenof be blamed on a younger generation
HIV
and
bisexual
that
doesof thenot AIDS
remember
the devas—
rose
in
2002
for
the
third
straight
tation
epidemic,
lack
year
—
a
disturbing
turnaround
of
concern
because
of
the
advent
fromreflects
the 1990sgrowing
that health
officials of life—extending AIDS—treatment
say
complacency
drugs
andwarnings,
burnout health
from years
of
about"Ifwethe dangers
of
AIDS.
safe—sex
officials
letthisdown
ourkindguardofthing
even have said.
athatlittlecanbithappen,"
is thesaid
"We continue
to sound this
Dr.
Ronald
warning
note
to
communities
and
Valdiserri,
a
CDC
deputy
director.
state
and
local
health
departments
HIV diagnoses
among
gay andin that we need to redouble our ef—
bisexual
men
rose
7.1
percent
forts,"
Valdiserri
said.
2002
in
25
states
with
long—stand—
New
cases
also
continue
to rise
ing
HIV—reporting
procedures,
the
because
people
are
not
diagnosed
Centers
forsaid.
Disease
Control
and early enough and pass the infection
Prevention
The
number
rep—
tohaveothers
before
theyknow
they
resented
an
increase
of
nearly
18
HIV,
the
CDC
said,,Officials,
percent
1999. because the also said it is difficult for people to|
That since
is disturbing,

Among Gay and Bisexual Men
adhere
to
complex
HIV
drugregi—
said.
Valdiserri
said.on HIV among gays
mens.
The
statistics
highlight
the
need
The
report
The CDCin reported
42,136
AIDS
for gay
moreandprevention
efforts
aimed
and
bisexuals
doesornotFlorida
include—Newar—
diagnoses
the
United
States
last
at
bisexual
men,
said
York,
California
year,
a 2.2 percent
increase
from David Ernesto Munar ofthe AIDS eas ofhigh HIV activity in the past.
the16,371previous
year.
There
were
Foundation
of Chicago.
Also,
thethereport
does not indicate
AIDS
deaths
in
2002
—
a
The
CDC
plans
to
provide
whether
new
diagnoses
are new
5.9"Ipercent
decline
from
2001.
money
to
community
groups
in
or
old
infections;
CDC
officials
don‘twe‘re
thinkcertainly
we‘re losing
the large cities that have had outbreaks recently unveiled a system that will
war,
but
not
fin—
transmittedanddiseases,
be able into 2004.
detect new infections
ished with the war," Valdiserri ofsuchsexually
as syphilis
AIDS, starting

Rise of HIV Cases

Discharged Gay Vet Hopes Supreme
Court Decision Bolsters His Case
By LesliePress
Hoffman
Associated
Writer
ALBUQUERQUE
(AP) —in
,When
Stephen
Loomis
enlisted
: the
Apmynearly
fourdecades
ago,
heof hishoped
tofollowin
the
footsteps
military
family
8 «! ris—
To
a
degree,
he
succeeded,
ing toandthebecoming
rank of lieutenant
colo—
nel
a
decorated
Vietnam
combat
veteran
whotwore—
~
ceived
the
Purple
Heart
and
MACKENZIE
Bronze
Starcareer
medalsended
for valor.
But
his
in bitter—the
Attorney At Law
ness
on
July
14,
1997
when
military
discharged
him
"under —
other
than
honorable
conditions"
because
heLoomis,
is gay. who fought the
266 S. Front St.
Now,
Suite 206
Army‘snew
decision
andbylost,a Supreme
has been
given
hope
Memphis, TN38103——— Court
decision
that The
struckhighdown
a
— 527—7701
Texas
sodomy
law.
court
said
in itsmen
decision
last month
that
whatgay
and
women
do
in
the
privacy
oftheir
bedrooms
is
their
business and
not that
ofhisthelawyer
gov—
ernment.
Loomis
and
believeto those
rights
also should
apply
military
personnel.
They areofthemilitary‘s
challenging thesodomy
consti—
tutionality
statute and its "don‘task, don‘t
tell"
policy.
s
TNT PAINTING
"ITexas
think decision)
the reasoning
behind
WE DOANDA SHEETROCK
DYNAMITE JOBREPAIR
PAINTING
(the
is
extremely
validmilitary
in termshasofthe
discrimination
Low
Prices
TOM
ROWE
—
568—9222
the
advanced
in imple—
FreeEST.
Estimates
TRENT GaTEWOOD —568—10223
menting
‘on‘t
ask,
don‘t
tell,"
said
1992
Loomis‘s
attorney,
David
Sheldon.
Loomis‘ suit,
filed
July
7 thein
Washington,
is
the
first
to
test
reach
oftheJonhistoric
civil rightssenior
rul—
ing,
said
Davidson,
Sheridan Lambe, Lesw
counsel
for Lambda
Legal
Defense
and
Education
Fund
in
Los
Ange—the
les.
Several
other
suits
citing
Supreme
Court‘s decision were
Specializing in
filedLoomis,
subsequently.
whocompany
now runsin aAlbu—
land
development
¥ Relationship Counseling
querque,
said he "that
wants‘don‘t
the courts
todon‘tacknowledge
ask,
¥ Grief Counseling
tell‘
is
unfair,
and
it‘s
¥ Depression/Anxiety Counseling working for the military." not
Underthe
"don‘tlesbians
ask, don‘t
tell"
policy,
gays
and
are
sup—
posed orientation,
to keep quietwhileaboutenjoying
their
6263 Poplar Ave ¥ Suite 605
sexual
901—761—9178
_ freedom
voked from harassmentor unpro—
discharged for speaking publicly
about being gay or engaging in
homosexual acts.
Since the policy was imple—
mented in 1993, more than 8,500
servicemembers have been dis—
charged, according to the Penta—
"gon.
Loomis‘ homosexuality was a
secret among his military col
leagues until an August 1996 ar—
son fire at his home near Fort Hood,=
Texas. An Army private who ad—
mitted to starting the fire said he
was trying to destroy nude pictures
and videos he had posed for.
During the ensuing arson inves—
tigation, a videotape depicting
Loomis having sex with men made
its way into the hands of military
officials.
With the videotapeand testi<
mony from the Army private in
hand, a military board of inquiry
recommended Loomis‘ discharge.
"under—other than honorable con—
ditions" on grounds that he had
engaged in homosexual acts and
conduct unbecoming an officer.
Loomis said the discharge
meant he was ineligible for retire—

ment and other benefits estimated
at more than $1 million.
He appealed, citing, among
other things, board members‘ per—
sonal opinions against homosexu—
ality voiced at his hearing. The
Army Board for the Correction of
Military Records declined to rein—
state Loomis‘ benefits and upheld
his discharge,—but upgraded it to
"under.honorable conditions."
Loomis said he had always been
well aware of the "don‘t ask, don‘t
tell" policy and was careful to keep
his homosexuality a private matter.
"It was never an issue of con—
flict between private life and my
work," he said, pointing out he‘d
gotten promotions and favorable
job performance reviews by supe—
riors.
But if a cautious senior
can be caught by "don‘t ask, don‘t
tell," Loomis said, "what is hap—
pening to our young men~and
women affected by. this policy?"
"It‘s not. proper, particularly
when they‘re good soldiers doing
as good a job as their buddy next
to them," he said.

Egyptian Appeals Court
Grudgingly Acquits
Men

investigations. They can be
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11

in Gay Trial

CAIRO,;Egypt (AP) — An appeals court grudgingly acquit—
ted 11 men of debauchery for alleged homosexual activity, one
of their lawyers said July 21.
As the three—member panel issued its ruling, Judge Mo‘
El—Marsafy condemned the men even while clearing them of
criminal charges, said the lawyer, Helmi Al—Rawi.
"We are so disgusted with you, we can‘t even look at you,"
the judge said. "What you did is a major sin, but unfortunately
the case has procedural errors and the court had to acquit all of
you."
The 11 men were convicted in April and sentenced to up to
three years in prison in one of several such cases that have
drawn denunciations from international human rights groups.
The main defendant was arrested in February after his tele—
phone had been bugged for more than a month by officials act—
ing on a tip.
Egypt‘s criminal code makes no specific mention of homo—
sexuality, but the country uses a wide range of laws covering
obscenity, prostitution and debauchery to prosecute of homo—
sexuals.
:
Egyptian police monitor restaurants considered gay hang—
outs as well as web sites catering to homosexuals.

Court Rejects New Trial
For Convicted
Killer Who Inspired Boys
Don‘t Cry Movie
By Scott Bauer
Associated Press Writer
LINCOLN, Nebraska (AP) —
A man condemned to die for a
murder that inspired the movie
Boys Don‘t Cry will not get a new
trial or reduction ofhis death sen—
tence, the Nebraska Supreme
Court ruled.
John Lotter was convicted of
murdering a 21—year—old born as
a woman but who lived as a man.
Lotter‘s attorney argued that
his client‘s sentence should be re—
duced because of a 2002 U.S.

people. Lotter was sentenced in
1996 by a three—judge panel rather
than a jury.
Nebraska Attorney General
Jon Bruning welcomed the opin—
ion, sayingit was a landmark de—
cision for Nebraska. "It is a huge
victory for the state and the vic—
tims. of these crimes and their
families," Bruning said.
Lotter‘s attorney, James
Mowbray, said he was not sur—
prised with the decision.
Lotter and Marvin Nissen were
convicted of killing Brandon
Teena, who was born a woman
with the name Teena Brandon, but
lived as a man in southeast Ne— *
braska and dated a female fnend

Supreme Court ruling calling for
juries — not judges — to deude
when the death penalty is war—
ranted.
.of the men.
Nebraska‘s high court said
Prosecutors said Teena was
that ruling didn‘t apply retroac—
killed because he told the local
tively to Lotter, who was also
sheriff he was raped by Lotter and
convicted of killing two other

R

Scouts

Excluded from

Charitable

Campaign

Nissen after they discovered his
Because of Anti—gay Policy
biological identity. The men also
killed Lisa Lambert, 24, and
A federal appeals court ruled
Philip DeVine, 22, who had wit—
This case resulted after the Con—
that the State of Connecticut may
nessed Teena‘s death. Lotter
necticut comptroller, who oversees
exclude the Boy Scouts of the charitable campaign, took ac—
claims that Nissen killed the
America from the State Employee
three.
tion to exclude the Boy Scouts fol—
Charitable Campaign because of
The killings outraged gay ac—
lowing the United States Supreme
the Boy Scouts‘ anti—gay policy.
tivists ‘and inspired the 1999
Court ruling that the organization
Gay & Lesbian Advocates &
movie Boys Don‘t Cry, as well as
has the right to discriminate against
Defenders (GLAD), which inter—
several documentaries.
gay leaders in the case of Dale v.
vened in the matter at the Con—
BSA.
Both men were convicted of
necticut Commission on Human
murder. Nissen, in a deal with
The motivation behind the
Rights and Opportunities, (along
prosecutors, testified against
Comptroller‘s action excluding the
with the Connecticut Women‘s
Lotter and was sentenced to life
Boy Scouts was to ensure proper
Education and Legal Fund and
in prison. Lotter received three
and robust administration of the
the Connecticut Coalition for
death sentences and awaits execu—
state Gay Rights Law, a law that
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and
prohibits use‘ of state facilities in
tion in Nebraska‘s electric chair.
Trans der Civil Rights), ap— furtherance of discrimination, in—
Lotter has another appeal
;
pending before the state Supreme plaudsthe ruling
cluding any based on sexual orien—
tation.
Court in which he argues that ©‘ GLAD senior staff attorney Jen—
nifer L. Levi commented, "This _
The federal district court upheld
DNA tests would prove Nissen
ruling confirms that as long as the ~ the exclusion and,the appeals court
actually killed Brandon.

Boy Scouts retain their anti—gay
policy, they may not receive spe—
cial privileges from the state. We
are proud of Connecticut for stand—
Friend Testifies Older Brother
Initiated Fight ing behind its non—discrimination
law and, in so doing, protecting all
GREENSBURG, Pa. (AP) — A
"He said Adam was running af—
The defense team questioned 1 1
its citizens, including and espe—
teenage boy who was allegedly
ter Ian because they got into a fight witnesses trying to show it was the
cially gay youth."

killed by his brother because he dis—
approved of.the brother‘s girlfriend
and because the brother thought he
was gay started the fight that killed
him, a girl testified.
Rebecca Ballew told a jury that
Ian Bishop‘s older brother, Adam,
made the first move in their fight.
The 18—year—old was struck at least
18 times in the head with a ham—
mer and club; authorities said.
Prosecutors say Ian Bishop, who
was 14 at the time, killed his
brotherat their home in Hempfield,
Westmoreland County, last April.
He then put his brother‘s body in a
bathtub and bragged about it to his
friends, prosecutors said.
Arguing that Bishop is innocent,
defense attorney Tom Ceraso has
suggested it was another boy, Rob—
ert Laskowski, now 16; who struck
most ofthe fatal blows. Laskowski
also is charged with first—degree
murder in connection with Adam
Bishop‘s death.
Ballew, 16, said Ian Bishop told
her during a conversation at a mall
shortly after the attack that Adam
Bishop disapproved of Ian‘s girl—
friend, Keri Borg. The boys‘ par—
ents had prohibited Ian Bishop
from seeing her, and his brother
apparently supported that decision.

about Keri Borg," Ballew testified.
Ballew said Ian Bishop confided
to her about his dislike of his par—
ents and brother, whom he believed
was gay.

older Bishop who initiated the
fight. Attorneys also filed notifica—
tion that they might tell jurors Ian
Bishop was mentally ill and under
the influence of drugs.
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INIZ & OLIMZ
As other denominations
tell you, "No,"
we continue to proclaim
a joyous "YES!"

First Congregational
UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST
An Open and Affirming Church

Softball Clinic

celebrating the image of God in every perso
n

Sun., Aug. 24, 1 p.m.

and the sacred value ofevery human life

Tobey Field #1

agreed.
Gay & Lesbian Advocates &
Defenders (GLAD) is New
England‘s leading legal rights or—
ganization dedicated to ending dis—
crimination based on— sexual
orientation, HIV status, and gender
identity and expression.

Come and visit us in our new location
in the Cooper—Young neighborhood!
1000 South Cooper
Worship Sundays at 10:30 —

Classes at 9:30 a.m.

www

a

278—6786

553 S. Cooper
Memphis, TN 38104
(901) 7T28—6535
CARDS, GIFTS &
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HRC

Denounces Senator Frist‘s Attack on

WASHINGTON. — The Human Rights
Campaign denounced remarks made by Sen—
ate Majority Leader Bill Frist, R—Tenn., on
ABC‘s This Week, in which he criticized the
Supreme Court decision banning state sod—
omy laws, ‘saying that it could lead to in—
creased prostitution and drug dealing.
He went on to say that he endorsed an
amendment to the U.S. Constitution to ban
legal marriage for gay and lesbian couples
in long—term, committed relationships. The
U.S. Constitution has never been used to re—
strict rights or single out a group of Ameri—
cans for discrimination.
"The Supreme Court, in its wisdom, has
affirmed that the Constitution provides equal
protection under the law to gay and lesbian
people by protecting the privacy of all

Americans from government intrusion," said
HRC Political Director Winnie Stachelberg.
"Senator Frist‘s remarks echo Senator
Santorum‘s discriminatory and disdainful
statements that outraged so many Americans
earlier this spring. If Senator Frist had read
the opinion in the Lawrence case, he would
knowthat this case is first and foremost about
affirming every American‘s right to privacy
and equal protection under the law. It would
be wrong to write discrimination into the
Constitution and erase the right to privacy."
Frist‘s comments about prostitution and
drug abuse and the impact of the Supreme
Court ruling in the Lawrence v. Texas case
were misleading. In his majority opinion in
Lawrence v. Texas, Justice Anthony
Kennedy specifically addressed the issues

ﬁrst
cup‘s

The

SHO,
ALS

«A

Those who are HIV—Positive (and their partners)
can attend August 11 and 25, from 6 to 8 p.m.
For location & info, call 901.272.0855

Funded in part by the Mid—South AIDS Fund

Gay Families

raised by Frist. "[This case] does not involve
persons who might be injured or coerced or
whoare situated in relationships where con—
sent might not easily be refused. It does not
involve public conduct or prostitution,"
wrote Kennedy. "The petitioners are entitled
to respect for their private lives. The State
cannot demean their existence or control
their destiny by making their private sexual
conduct a.crime."
E
Speaking on the subject of gay marriage
and a proposed constitutional amendment
prohibiting gay marriage, Frist went on to
say, "I very much feel that marriage is a sac—
rament, and that sacrament should extend
and can extend to that legal entity of a union
between — what is traditionally in our West—
ern values has been defined — as between a
man and. a woman. So I would support the
amendment."
*‘Entering into a life—long relationship and
raising a family is an integral part of the
American dream. In supporting the deeply
discriminatory anti—marriage amendment,
Senator Frist is essentially saying that he be—
lieves that;some loving, committed couples
and their families are not worthy of the same
protections and recognition that most Ameri—
cans take for granted," said Stachelberg.
"Senator Frist is marginalizing an entire
group of American families, and that is
wrong."
A recent study of the 2000 Census con—
ducted by the Urban Institute showed that,
statistically speaking, same—sex couples in
committed relationships were almost iden—
tical to heterosexualmarried couples in terms
of the number of children being raised in
child—rearing households, income level and
property value. _
"The biggest difference between same—
sex couples and other American couples is

the number ofrights and protections that gay
couples and their children are denied," said
Stachelberg. "We sincerely hope that Sena—
tor Frist will rethink this unwise policy for
our country and support every American‘s
basic right to equality."
A Gallup Poll released in May showed
that six in 10 Americans support granting
same—sex couples the legal rights of mar—
riage, including health care —and Social Se—
‘curity survivor benefits. The same study also
showed that the country is evenly split, 49
percent in favor and 49 percent against, al—
lowing gay and lesbian couples to enter into
legally recognized unions. Support for civil
marriage for same—sex couples — which
would bestow legal rights and responsibili—
ties without affecting religious doctrine —
in the United States has grown steadily over
the last several years.
"...Our founders declared that ‘all men are
created equal." By that standard, it makes
perfect sense that every couple in this coun—
try would have access to the same rights and
protections. This debate is about valuing and
protecting each and every American couple
and family. It is shocking that Senator Frist, |
or any other patriotic American, would sup—
port an effort to use the Constitution da
docutment designed to protect the rights of
_all Americans — to single out a group of
Americans for discriminatory treatment,"
said Stachelberg.
The Human Rights Campaign is the larg—
est national lesbian and gay political orga—
nization with members throughout the
country. It lobbies Congress, provides cam—
paign support and educates the public to en—
sure that lesbian, gay, bisexual and
transgender Americans can be open, honest
and safe at home, at work and in the com—
munity.

MGLCC Board Elections

|
a
On July 13, the Memphis Gay andLesbian Community Centerheldits annual elections. Each candidate was asked to speak to the assembled voters. Two candidates came right from a
softballgame (so the sweat is not from nervousness, but from exertion). Clockwise from the top left are Hunter Johnston, Skylar Goldman, Wes McComas, John Heizer, Jim Maynard,
Jon Devin, Kevin Dugan, Heidi Williams, Mickey Seott and Chuck Bohannon. See memphistrianglefournal.com for color versions ofthese pictures.
»
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Same—sex Partners Cite Health
A small, but growing number of
universities and colleges offer do—
mestic—partner benefits.
Nationwide, 186 universities
and colleges offer such benefits,
according to the Human Rights
Campaign, a Washington—based
gay—rights group that maintains a
database pn such schools. Two
years ago, the number was 158
schools.
f
The only Kentucky schools that
offer domestic partner benefits are
Centre and Berea colleges, two pri—
vate liberal—arts schools. Both
schools‘ policies are open to same—
sex and opposite—sex partners.
Proponents of the idea say Ken—
tucky universities will have to go
along to compete in the job mar—
ket.
Opponents say such benefits
should go only to married couples
and that defining a domestic part—
ner can be legally tricky.
In May 2002, four Republican
state senators urged Todd in a let—
ter not to implement domestic—part—
ner benefits.
*
The letter was signed by Sens.

Richard Roeding of Lakeside Park,
ter to Todd.
the president pro tem in the Sen—
The group drafted a policy,
ate; Katie Stine of Fort Thomas;
Samuel said.
Jack Westwood of Crescent
But by the fall, Bratt became
Springs; and Vernie McGaha of convinced the university wouldn‘t
Russell Springs.
implement it, and she resigned in
"As members of the legislature,
December as chairwoman of UK‘ s
we hope the University will not
Commission on Women, which
design a benefit package that will
supported benefits for domestic
place it at cross purposes with the
partners.
majority of the General Assembly
"I finally came to the conclusion
(or) require it to make policy state—
that we weren‘t going to be getting
ments that most Kentuckians
these benefits," she said. "The uni—
would find repulsive and unpopu—
versity now allows me to buy in—
lar," the senators said in the letter.
surance for my dog and I can‘t
Carolyn Bratt, a UK law profes—
purchase health insurance for my
sor and a member of the ad—hoc
partner. What kind of institution
group, said she asked Todd about
would value pet insurance over
the issue in the spring of 2002. She
partner insurance?"
said he told her to discuss it with
When Toddwas a UK presiden—
Tom Samuel, a health management
tial candidate in 2001, he told staff
professor who was leading a study : and faculty that such a benefits
of health—care benefits at the uni—
policy worked well at his previous
versity.
E
employer, Lotus Development
Bratt, Samuel, UK staff trustee
Corp.
Russ Williams, Human Resources
The task force he appointed to
Director T. Lynn Williamson and
study work and life issues recom—
Benefits Director Joey Payne dis—
mended in March the implementa—
cussed the issue later that year —
tion of domestic partner benefits
after the senators had sent their let—
+

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
The University of Kentucky is los—
ing faculty because it has yet to
adopt a policy offering health in—
surance benefits to domestic part—
ners.
— Two UK committees have rec—
ommended implementing such a
program. But a plan developed by
an ad—hoc work group formed by
UK President Lee Todd last fall to
start a domestic—partner benefits
program has stalled.
Earlier last year, four Republi—
‘can lawmakers warned Todd in a
Metter "to not embark on such a
treacherous journey."
Laura Kaplan earned a doctor—
ate in social work at UK and was
considering seeking a clinical re—
* search job there.
Instead, she‘ ll become a profes—
sor at the University of Northern
Iowa this fall because that school
offers health benefits for her part—
ner.
:
"In the end, of the choices of
jobs I looked at, the partnership
benefits made a big difference,"
said Kaplan.

Insurance inequities at UK
within five years.
Its report said that by not offer—
ing such benefits, the university
"does not meet the spirit of (its)
own equal opportunity policy."
A UK health—care study led by
Samuel also recommended imple—
mentation of domestic partner ben—
efits.
Williamson said UK‘s human
resources department could be
ready to do that within two months.
Bratt said she doesn‘t expect
that to occur.
"I‘m very discouraged and dis—
appointed. L don‘t think it‘s going
to happen," she said. "There will
always be a handy excuse to put out
there as to why now is not the right
time."
'

UK pays a portion of health—care
coverage for spouses and children.
Williamson said he doesn‘t
know how many university em—
ployees would take advantage of
domestic partner benefits but that
some employees have asked about
such a program for the last 10
years.

Feast For Friends‘ 14th Anniversary Dinner

~
|

Photos by

_

Ranetta Jackson
Visit
memphistrianglejournal.com
for color versions
ofthese pictures. .
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Alison Tate‘s Christmas in July Benefit

Partiipants Needid for Groundbreaking Study of
African—American Lesbian Health
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Former
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(Spirit
Study,
1707
Foundation‘s
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all
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the
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Suite
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Howard
University
Cancer
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social
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United
Project
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director,
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WASHINGTON — The
Mautner Project is seeking Black
lesbian and bisexual women, age
18 and older, to participate in the
first comprehensive national sur—
vey of African—American lesbian
health.
Led by Mautner Project Health
Promotion and Research Director
Cheryl Pearson—Fields, the
groundbreaking Spirit Study is
designed, implemented and
evaluated by African—American
lesbians and draws on partner—
ships with national and—commu—
nity—based organizations serving
Black women who partner with
women.
A
"As members of two medically
underserved populations, Afri—
can—American lesbians may face
double jeopardy in terms of mor—
tality and morbidity from cancer
and other diseases," says Fields.
"But because.Black women who
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STRESS RELIEF

MEMPHIS‘ FINEST AND MOST COMPLETE
. ADULT ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS
DVD/VIDEO RENTALS AND SALES,
PREVIEW BOOTHS AND VIDEO ARCADES

Fantasy Warehouse #1 (East)
791 N. White Station Rd. * 683—9649
(Body Jewelry)
Executive South (South)
1847 E. Brooks Rd. » 345—0825
(Mini—Theatre)

Fantasy Warehouse #4 (North)
2532 N. Watkins » 358—8642

TC
and checks accepted at
Fantasy Warehouse #1 and # 4 only

OPEN 6 DAYS
Mon.— Sat.
8 a.m. — 12 Midnight

Closed SUndays and HOIidays

LETTERS

—— The Triangle Journal News welcomes letters fromits readers. Letters should be
be as
short as reasonable and typed if possible. Although names may be withheld on request,
all letters should be signed and include a phone number for verification. Anonymous
letters will not be printed. All letters are subject to editing for spelling, punctuation and
grammar. However, every effort will be made to maintain the original intent of the writer.

Thanks From
Alison Tate
Dear Friends,
Ain‘t Mother Nature a bitch?!
Even though she may have turned
the lights out on hundreds of thou—
sands of us here in the Memphis
area, she

couldn‘t turn the lights

out on the Christmas spirit of all
who attended my Christmas in July
show sponsored by the Mystic
Krewe of Pegasus Memphis.
Due to the generosity ofall who
‘attended, tipped, bought raffle tick—
ets and Jell—o shooters, Pegasus
Memphis was able to raise $1389
to benefit the Matthew Shepard
Foundation.
My heart—felt thanks go to Shane
Trice and the staff of Metro Mem—
phis for not only the donation of
the venue and all their help, but also
for their kind cash donation.
To all my fellow entertainers,
words cannot express my awe and
appreciation of your talents and
your friendship. Getting in drag in
the dark is not easy, and I thank you
for the efforts more than you know.
To my brothers and sisters ofthe
Mystic Krewe of Pegasus Mem—
phis, you are all why I am a mem—
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Michael Savage Fired After Antl-gay Comments
came unintelligible.
down,
younothing
piece ofto garbage.
Yougo
David Bauder
"So
you‘re
one
of
those
have
got
do
today,
APByTelevision
Writer
sodomists.asked.Are you a sodomite?" eat a sausage and choke on it."
Savage
He asked"didn‘thave
for another
phone
NEW
YORK
(AP)
—
MSNBC
The
caller
replied:
"Yes,
I
am."
callerwho
anice
fired Michael Savage for anti—gay "Oh, you‘re one: of the in the bathhouse who‘s angry atnight
me
comments.
sodomites,"
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said.
"You
today."
The
popular
radio
talk
show
shouldHows
only getthat?AIDS
anddon‘t
die, you
you These bums "mean
host
a weekend
TV—show
pig.
Why
forunidentified
thewhocabledidcaller
channel
referred
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see ifyou
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sueme,thanyoutopig.putYou
to
his
show
as
a
got
nothing
me
"sodomite"
and
said
he
should
"get
AIDS"Hisandcomments
die." were extremely
inappropriate
and the decision
was
Break Lesbian Stereotypes on
anJeremy
easy Gaines
one," MSNBC
spokesman
said.immediate com— LOS ANGELES (AP) — Jen—
There
was
no
niferBealsa lesbian
didn‘t think
twice
about
ment
from
Savage,
according
to
a
playing
in
the
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television series The L
nia. at his office in Califor— Showtime
Word.
brash, tough—talking
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"Oneforofmethewasmostthe fact
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isPauloneTheRevere
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His
things
that iitt
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could
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so
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and
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closing
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could
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for immigrants
and eliminating en— told the Television Critics Associa«
titlement
programs.
tion.show
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The
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for
one
reason
and
then
Savage
Nation
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March
8 de: come away having learned some—
spite
the
protests
ofsuch
advocacy
thing that they had nevereven con—
groups
as
the
Gay
&
Lesbian
Alli—
sidered."
anceAired
Against
Defamation.
Bealsheterosexual
describes herselfas
a "bi—
at
4
p.m.
Saturday,
Sav—
racial
woman."
She
age
didn‘t
translate
intoa
television
said
the
question
of
her
sexuality
hit.
Heslomarginally,
increased ‘the ratings
for the‘, has come up since the show started
time
according—to
Personals
MSNBC.
The began
incidentinnocently
that resultedenough.‘
in his"
Personal
ads areorafree
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to ourthatreaders—
Pleaselumt
firing
them
to
30
words
less.
We
request
ads
be
Savageabout‘was airline
taking horror
viewerstories,
phone
writing via postal or e—mail. Ads will generally run one time only,
calls
but
may be resubmitted each month. Mail to Triangle Journal News, _
and
a smoking
male caller
began
talking
P.O. Box 11485, Memphis, TN 38111 or e—mail them to
about"Half
in
the
bathroom.
memphisTJN@ aol.com. Ads deemed too explicit may be edited.
an hour intoDontheandflight,
I‘
need
to
suggest‘that
Mike
LTR). No fats, fems or
Mylikename
is Luisa guyLee.be—| (maybe
hetakewasyour..."
cut offtheandcallersaid,
his wordsbefore
be— ~
drugs. HIV—. Call John (901) 452—
would
to
meet
0411. Leave message.
tweenthe
ofbrown
age. hairages
1 amandof45to
a eyes,
gay 60years
male....
Professional, dominant,
6
ft
1
GWM, 39, into spanking, bond—
in.,.285 lbs. area.
| liveMyin address
the Westis age, shaving, endless sex, toys
aABOUT
Tennessee
and more. | enjoy casino gam—
P.O.
Box
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f
no
one
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smooth body with boyish looks
swers, leave name and num: and mannerism about 140 Ibs. No
ber
fats, femmes or drag queens, no
nothing to
me," he said.
GLAAD spokeswoman Cathy
Renna said ofSavage’s firing: "It‘s

about time.
"This latest attack made the
clearest case for why Savage has
no place on any reputable news net—
work. MSNBC witnessed firsthand
exactly the kind of verbal assaults
GLAAD‘s been warning them
about for the past five months, and
to their credit, they backed up their
promises to hold Savage account—
able."

Michae! Savage

Beals Hopes To

movie Flashdance. Last year, she
appeared in the independent movie
Roger Dodger.

%

filming.
"What becomes interesting is to
think about how easy it is for a het—
erosexual actress or actor to play
someone who is homosexual, how
that‘s somehow permissible, but
for a homosexualto be out and por—
tray a homosexual character it be—
comes. sort <of;iamudh: more
problematic far an audience to ac—
cept," she said. "As a species,
we‘re so fixated and curious about
this mystery of sexuality."
The series about the lives and
loves of a group of West Holly—
wood, Calif., women, many of
whom are lesbians, also stars Pam
Grier and Mia Kirshner. It debuts
in January. ~
Beals gained fame in the 1983

Jennifer beals

_Free

submittecé’m;

fg

.
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and 1 will return your call.
WF 26, in search of friends
to go to movies, theatre, clubs,
and just have great conversa—
tions. If you are interested in
meeting a new friend, e—mail me
at MidSummerNiRain@cs.com.
DHM, 5°6" tall, 159 lbs.,
brown eyes, black hair. I would
like to meet a Hispanic lady be
tween 24—33 years old for friend
ship or long—term relationship. If
«this is you, then e—mail me at
vivega10082@hotmail.com or
call (901) 849—6049. Ask for Vic—
tor:
GWM, airline worker, 36, 6‘,
195 Ibs, 6+", hairy, buzz cut,
versatile top or bottom Tired of
bar scene. Like BBQing, beer,
shooting pool, movies, bowling,
dining out. Seekinbg same
(GWM) for casual get togethers

diseases. Skinny a plus. Serious
inquiries only, please. Mr. Paul
870—0457.
I‘d like to meet a gay female
between 35—50 years old. | am a
soft femme. I‘d like to meet a fe—
male with a good sense of humor
who can make me laugh; has in—
tellect; likes to travel; go dancing;
attend plays; likes poetry and art;
has days free, likes the outdoors.
If this is you then e—mail me at
tedjds@ bellsouth.net
GWM — Age 47, 6° 1", 278 lbs,
brown eyes, brown hair. | dike
watching TV and I like to cook.
Would like to meet someone be—
tween the ages of 47—55 for friend—
ship and/or long term relationship.
Send mail to Lewis Lee, P. O. Box
41, Kenton, TN 38233 or e—mail
me at LilGayBoyTn69@aol.com
(subject) Lewis.
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BOOKS

by Shannon Yarbrough

Two Snaps
Have you ever read a book that
made you laugh out doud? Did
you stop and compare the char—
acters to real people in your own
life? Did you.catch yourself
— ‘thinking, "That is so me!"? Did
* you love its one—liners so much
you had to go back and underline
them for future reference? Did
you tell all of your friends to read
it or buy them copies as gifts? I
have, and all from one book!
Kirk Read‘s How I Learned to

_>

Up!

Snap, just released in paperback
from Penguin Books, is ahumble—
look at Kirk‘s southern upbring—
ing in West Virginia. Kirtk‘s"
quick chapters and chatty com—
mentary are broken up by a ‘small"
symbol of a hand, the fingers
snapping. As iftelling the reader,
"snap here," and that‘s just what
you will want to do.
Kirk‘s sense of humor will
have you not only laughing out
loud, but dog—earing thepages so

you can share his words with
friends Jater. Think about every
conversation you‘ve ever over—
yheard from drama queens at a bar,
think about the loud obnoxious

ll|u

Dareto be Drlferent'
MoN 9—6 —

TUE-FRI a.7 <‘ sAT o— 5

JWODOT3M SNI—M TVW M

* TOTAL HAIR £ NAIL CARE

always
booming over everyone at a party,
then think about your own com—
ing out experience. Put it all to—
gether and you‘ve
got more than 200
pages that read like
a stage monologue
at open mic night!
* FUDGE + NIOXIN + PAUL MITCHELL + RUSK — SEBASTIAN —
"You haven‘t
122074.
lived, until,you‘ ve
~»
bowled next :to: A,
'
pack of rednecks on
homemade speed"
is just the first of
many quotes I had
t,
sa
to underline in pen—
cil in this ‘book. The —
os
author also touches
on sassy topics like
the first time he

1 Bcopen 8 725-0521 > MEMPHIS, TN —

‘Women‘s RIGHTS®RACIAL EQUALITY
* GAY RIGHTS
* Repropuctive RicHts * EnvironmentAt Protection
* Nonviotener —.*;Geniper Equauty e Worker‘s RicHts
é
HUMAN RIGHTS
Ifany of these issues are important to you and you
want to become an active vehicle for change, join the

barfly whose laughter is

face, along with the discussion of
story on the same topic: "There
homosexuality in sex education
were epiphanies along the way,
class.
but it‘s not like I heard Judy
"The coach‘s definition was
Garland‘s voice and said, ‘Oh,
very clinical, and it sounded noth—
yeah, I must be gay.‘ There was
ing like the homosexuality I was
no such watershed. Just when I
getting—every chance I could. It
thought ‘d come out, I ended up
sounded nothing like the homo—
doing it again and again. Coming
sexuality ‘d had up my butt the
out is never finished." And too
night before," he quips.
bad I finished reading —the story
Quick crushes, all—night par— . when I did. I wanted more!
ties and political arguments with
In a telephone interview, Kirk
dad are all here too! Kirk even be—
stated that he is a much different
comes an animal rights activist to
person today than he is in the
avoid having to dissect a frog in
book, even more different than
biology class and tackles the
three years ago when he first sat
school board over "same sex
down to write it. "Cultural recog—
dates at proms" to try to get an
nition changes the way people re—
interview with Barbara Walters!
late to you, it changes the way
The book reads like the diary of
you even relate to yourself," he
the gay kid we all wanted to be,
said.
Kirk is a long way
from home—town Vir—
ginia today, living in
San Francisco. "I‘m
still struggling to find
time—to sit and write
and: pay the rent, and
still doing—open mic
stand—up in basement
bars," Kirk said. He is
also in the middle of a
huge book tour and
writing a second book.
Kirk still Keeps a
journal today, but his
@.
entries are much more
# — extreme than his high

_.ever visited a porn

shop, the time he
beat up a straight
boy .at. summer
camp, and humping
"the? stair.tail to.
Madonna‘s. ‘"Like a..
~ Virgin" to send his
military dad over
the edge. And boy;
does he!
"Be gracious,"
his father torts while
Kirk concentrates .
on making one par—.
ticular player —bleed
from. the knees: dur
ing a soccer game.
There is an 18—year
gap in age between

~

ABOUT

mmm

school ‘poetry and
crushes. Today, he fo—
"cuses" ‘On
anti— war
themes, political state—
ments, and his material
for his stage perfor—

mances. ""Writing is bet—
<‘ ter than loving" ‘a man
tells Kitk in thesbdok.
When I asked Kirk his
feelifigson this today he
‘stated, "Writing is a way
of loving myself. If I
don‘t write on a regular
WOMEN‘S ACTION COALITION
basis, I become a neu—
«‘rotic sketchy disaster." .
WAC meetings are held every second andfourth Sunday night
the book ‘has
at 6:30 PM at First Congregational Church, 1000 S. Cooper,
been far from a disaster.
Memphis, TN 38104 (park in the back off Blythe)
Kirk has received praise
Ir you nave any QUESTIONS, E—maAilt AmMuLLNs] @memPHis.EDU
but you will find yourself recall
from several authors and literary
Advertising space donatedas a public service ofthe Triangle Journal News j Uhjnpqants. Once, dad refers to ing your own precious moments ~ presses. The book was also hon—
Kirk‘s bright yellow sweater as
,x_r.ii
that made you who you are today.
ored by the American Library As—
"faggy." Mom is a southern host—
Kirk keeps a journal through—
sociation, and it was a Lambda
ess though. "It‘s his color," she
out his teen life, recording con—
Literary Award Finalist. How I
spits back. "It‘s your color too.
versations and poetry that he
Learned to Snap may come to a
m] waist I}:
You are both autumns."
wrote for boys and teachers he
close the night of Kirk‘s high
tx x" % —
Most of the book follows Kirk
wanted to kiss, but he keeps these _——school graduation and end up leav—
through the angry name—calling
|
glimpses quick as he moves from
ing the reader to wonder what
halls of junior high and high
scene to scene in the story very _—comés next, but that was a long
Ad
school. He hides in the pink shad—
rapidly. You won‘t get bored!
time ago for Kirk.
ows of a Boy George—like boy
Most of the end of the story
"The book is just a snapshot of
named Jesse, who knows how to
Mon., Aug. 4
covers Kirk‘s time in the theatre
that moment in my life," Kirk says.
dance and teaches Kirk how to
as an actor, stagehand, and even— _ "The rest of my life has definitely
— appreciate his hair and use words
tually a playwright. At 17, a very
kept going!" And it is definitely a
Mon., Aug. 18
Itke "fierce" and "child." —Kirk
important part in his life was see—
snapshot you, the reader, will want
takes the reader through 10 years
ing his own first play put on
to look at again and again!
6 p.m., Dinner at 6:30 p.m.
of his musical tastes and concert—
stage, during which he also—falls
Shannon Yarbrough lived in
going and through puberty as
in Tove with a much older man
St. John‘s United Methodist Church
Memphis for six years. He now
well. "I never lost sleep thinking
named Walker.
livesin St. Louis, Mo.. He is the au—
(Peabody & Bellevue)
about my pubic hair, but I dost
The book wraps up with Kirk‘s: thor.ofthe book, The:Other Side of
plenty: of sleep thinking about ° high school graduation and some
Feast for Friends is a service of Friends For life for the: HIV
What, now available on line at
‘other boys‘
hair," he states.
infected and affected.community including people living with HIV or AIDS, their friends,
lengthy prose about his coming
Xlibris.comor at yourlocal book—
caregivers, family and friends. While the dinner is free, those who are able are re—
In school, we face Kirk‘s gym
out process. However, I preferred
store. You can contact Shannon at
quested to make a donation to offset expenses.
coach and the dreaded showers
some of his earlier bits in the
MisterYarbs@msn.com.

Advertising space donated as a public service of the Triangle Journal News
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and locker rooms that all gay kids

m

Calendar Listings in Bold type take place at
GLBT venues or are specifically
4
._ GLBT—related
Calendar Listings in Non—bold type take place at
GLBT—friendly venues or are of interest

SPECIAL
EVENTS

to the GLBT community

Friday, August 1st
«Catholic Mass with Special
‘Invitation to GLBTs — St.
Patrick‘s Cathedral — 7pm
Saturday, August 21d
*First Saturday Club — First
Congregational Church —
(901) 278—6786 — 2pm
The Triangle Journal

Calendar of

AUGUST

E vents

2003

WEEKLY ACTIVITIES
SUNDAY CHURCH SERVICES
*Open Heart Community of Faith — Bible Study & Worship
Celebration — North End of First Congregational (1000 South
Coooper) — (901) 323—3514 — Iam
*Holy Trinity Community Church — Sunday School and Holy
Worship Service & Children‘s Church — (901) 320—9376 —
HTCCMemphis@aol.com — 9:45am and 11am
*First Congregational Church — Sunday School, Café Congo, and
Worship Service — (901) 278—6786 — 9:30am, 10am, and
10:30am
* Calvary Episcopal Church —(901) 525—6602 Worship Services
7:30 and 10 a.m.; Sundays at Six, 6 p.m.
<
*Prescott Church — Sunday School & Worship Service — (901)
327—
8479 — 9:30am & 10:45am
«Living Word Christian Church — Morning and Evening Worship
Services — (901) 276—0577 — 10am and 6pm

WEDNESDAY CHURCH SERVICES
*Taizé — First Congregational Church — (901) 278—6786 — 6pm
*Prescott Church — Fellowship Dinner & Christian Life Study and
Discussion — (901) 327—8479 — 6pm & 6:45pm
«Holy Trinity Community Church — Fellowship Supper and Bible
Study — (901) 320—9376 — 6pm & 7pm
R
»Living Word Christian Church — Worship Service — (901)
276—0577 —
7pm
*Open Heart Community of Faith — "A Course in Miracles" — Study
Group — North End of First Congregational (1000 South Cooper)
—
(901) 323—3514 — 7:30pm
:
f
SUNDAYS
«Tea Dance — Metro — 4pm
—
«Brothers & Sisters Bowling League — Winchester Bowl — (901)
722—
5236 or MemphisGayBowlin@aol.com — 6pm
f
*Pool Tournament — Pumping Station — 6pm
*After Park Set Sundays — Paragon — 7pm £
«AA Meeting — Community Center — 278—4297 — 8pm
*Sissy Bingo — Crossroads — 8pm
*Queer As Folk — Metro — 9pm
*Lights Out, Everything Goes — J—Wag‘s — 10pm
*Drag Show — Backstreet — 11pm
P
MONDAYS
*Plus Support Group — Community Center — (901) 278—4297 — 7:30pm
*Pool Tournament — The Jungle — 7:30pm
*Dart Tournament — Pumping Station — 7:30pm
*Karaoke Night — Metro — 10pm

Larry Timmerman
Antique

TUESDAYS
*Di Anne Price — Wang‘s Mandarin House (Park Place Mall) — 6pm
*Lesbians with Breast Cancer — Support Group — YWCA (766 South
Highland) — 7pm
+
* Singles Dart Tournament — Crossroads — 7:45pm
*Karaoke Night — Metro + 10pm
*Karaoke Night — J—‘Wag‘s — 11pm
WEDNESDAYS
*Dart Tournament — The Jungle — 7:30pm
*Partners Dart Tournament — Crossroads — 8pm
«Ink & Metal Nite — Show your tats and piercings for specials —
Pumping Station — All Day
THURSDAYS
* Holy Eucharist &Healing Service — Calvary Episcopal Church — 12:05 p.m.
*Cottor Pickin‘ Squares — Holy Trinity Community Church — (901)
438—2427 — 7:30pm
*Dart Tournament — J—Wag‘s — 8pm
*NEO—Soul Night — Karaoke — Paragon — 10pm
_ *TalentSearch Night — Allusions
Entertainment Center — 10pm
/
*Star Karaoke — Crossroads — 10pm
*Amateur Show — Metro — 11:30pm
FRIDAYS
*First Congo Films — First Congregational Church — (901) 278—6786 —
7pm & 9pm
* MGLCC Coffechouse Nights — Community Center — (901) 278—
4297 — 7pm
*Di Anne Price — Cielo — 8pm
*Karaoke — One More — 8pm
*Pool Tournament, 8 pm, Drag Show Midnight — Crossroads
*Ladies‘ Night — Allusions Entertainment Center — 10pm
*»Late Nite Beer Bust — Pumping Station — 10pm
*Drag Show — Backstreet — Midnight
SATURDAYS
*Camp Fire USA — First Congregational Church > (901) 327—0438
*Live and Let Live on Cooper Street — Community Center — (901) 278—
4297 — 6pm
Saturday Nites at the Gaiety — Movie Night — MGLCC— 7pm
«Di Anne Price — Cielo — 8pm
«Pool Tournament — J—Wag‘s — 8pm
*Supershows — Allusions Entertainment Center — 10:30pm &
12:15am
—
*Saturday Night Bounce Night & Cabaret Show — Paragon — Mid—
night
—
E
°Poogl Tournament, 8 pm, Drag Show Midnight — Crossroads
*Drag Show — Backstreet — Midnight & Jam

Bill Johns—
CHarehouse

Mall

2563 Summer Avenue
Memphis, TN 38112
(901)323—0600
AUNTIQMEM@AOL.COM

Members ofAmerican Cut Glass Association
We Buy and Sell Estates

5855
Memphis, TX 38111
Phone: 901304376
.holyeri
arie
ineJan

.

“Sfﬁm‘iﬁi‘mmmmm”

Worship Service
11:00AM
Wednesday Night
Study
7:00PM
Thursday Evenings

Cotton Pickin‘ Squares _

Sunday, August 3rd
eMGLCC Board Meeting — Open
to the public — Community
Center — (901) 278—4297 —
6pm
Monday, August 4th
«Feast for Friends — Hosted by
Friends For Life — St. John‘s
ul.
United Methodist Church —
(901) 272—0855 — 6pm
*Jackson Lambda Support
Group — Jackson, TN — Davis—
Kidd Conference Room — 6pm
Tuesday, August 5th
*Gay Parents‘ Group — Commu—
nity Center — (901) 278—4297 —
6pm
Wednesday, August 6th
*2xLambda — First Wednesday
Outing — Movie Night —
Community Center — (901)
223—3331 — 7pm
Thursday, August 7th
PFLAG — Prescott Memorial
Baptist Church — (901) 761 —
1444 — 7pm
Friday, August 8th
*Motley Blue — Community
Center — (901) 278—4297 —
9:30pm
Saturday, August 9th
*Buddhist Meditation Group —
Community Center — (901) 327—
2677 — 2pm
«Memphis Bears Club Night —
Pumping Station — 10pm
Sunday, August 10th
— Second Sunday
‘_ Social — (901) 223—3331
@WAC (Women‘s Action Coali—
tion) — First Congregational
Church — 1000 South Cooper —
amullns@memphis.edu —
6:30pm
Tuesday, August 12th
*»Lambda Circle — First Congre—
gational Church — (901) 278—
6786 — 6:30pm
Thursday, August 14th
*Parents Together — Support
Group for GLBT Parents —
Holy Trinity Community
Church — (901) 320—9376 —
7pm
Friday, August 15th

HOLY TRINITY COMMUNITY CHURCH
THE REV. TIMOTHY MEA DOWS, MLO.. PASTOR

*
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Saturday, August 16th
*1st Annual Dead Elvis Bowling
Tournament — Bartlett Lanes —
_
(901) 722—5236 — Noon

August Birthday
Potluck Dinner — Bring a dish
to share — Community Center —
(901) 278—4297 — 6pm
«Mirror Image — TG/TS Social &
Support (grow;1 —

Holland ~ Rod
—
gers _
Photography

x
s
@ Z i

rig
Weddings

Hﬁly Trinity

1091 Wilmore Rd.

*

+

Michael Holland 901—210—1472

Photo CD‘s

901—278—6673

f

pail Remit“??? 223032;
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Cemmumty Church —
MirrorImage_TG@yahoo.com
—
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Tuesday, August 19th

*AIDS Consortium Meeting — United Way Building
(Union Avenue) — 11:30am
«Integrity Worship, Dinner, and Program — $10 —
Calvary Episcopal Church — (901) 278—8915 or
901) 374—9484 — 6:30pm,
7pm, & 7:4
(

s

lean §

eee

Wednesday, August 20th
Ad & Copy Deadlinefor the September 2003 TJN

7

— 9:30pm

Saturday, August 23rd
Submissions deadlinefor the
September 2003 Out & About Calendar —
tincalendargirl@yahoo.com er. (901) 268—4675
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Sunday, August 24th
*19th Annual Brethers & Sisters Bowling League —
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*Motley Blue — Community Center — (901) 278—4297
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Friday, > August 22nd
«2xLambda — Fourth Friday Fun — (901) 223—3331 —
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Cooper

(901) 680—9218 or (901) 278—4297 — 7pm
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South

Thursday, August 21st
*Gay & Lesbian Book Club — Community Center —

Interstate 24<0
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«HIV/AIDS Support Group — Jonesboro — 7pm

* Gay Supportive
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Monday, August 18th
*Feast for Friends — Hosted by Friends For Life — St.
John‘s United Methodist Church — (901) 272—0855
S 6pm

:

1. Backstreet _

4.
i
7.
g
j

Church

amullns@memphis.edu — 6:30pm

Clubs and Restaurants

Front Street

Businesses and

(Women‘s Action

tional

*MGLCC Board Meeting — Open
to the public — Community
Center — (901) 278—4297 ——
6pm

Humanists) —
theists and
Community Center — (901)
327—2677 or

*WAC

2pm

Registration Night — Winchester Bowl — 3703
South Mendenhall — (901) 722—5236 or (901) 465—
4371 or MemphisGayBowlin@aol.com
Friday, August 29th

September 2003 TJN Due Out
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Mid—South Community Resources

The Gay Memphis Resources Directory is
printed as a public service, and its listings
are free. Agencies and businesses listed
herein have requested to be listed, but have
not been charged. All phone numbers are
area code 901 unless otherwise noted.
(* Indicates TIN distribution points.)
ADULT BOOKSTORES
Airport Bookmart: 2214 Brooks Rd E.
# 345—0657.
Cherokee Adult Book Store: 2947 Lamar
= 744—7494. .
Fantasy Warehouse I*: 791—793 North
White Station — 683—9649
Executive South* — 1847 E. Brooks Rd.
# 345—0825
Fantasy Warehouse #4* — 2532 N. Watkins
— # 358—8642
a
Getwell Book Mart: 1275 Getwell
® 454—7765.
Paris Adult Entertainment Center: 2432
Summer = 323—2665.
Tammy‘s # 2: 2220 East Brooks Rd
# 396—9050.
Tammy‘s # 3: 1617 Getwell
Rd
# 744—4513.
Tammy‘s # 4: 5937 Summer Ave.
® 373—5760.
—
BARS / RESTAURANTS
Allusions Entertainment Center®: 3204 N
Thomas St. # 523—0599.
Backstreet*: 2018 Court Street
# 276—5522.
Bogie‘s Delicatessen: 2098 La Salle Place
# 272—0022.
Buns on the Run*: 2150 Elzey Ave. 38104
# 278—2867 (278—BUNS).
Crossover: 851 Island Road, Columbus,
MS # 601—327—0942.
Crossroads*: 1278 Jefferson # 276—8078.
Crossroads Al*: 111 N. Claybrook
# 274—8655.
J—Wags*: 1268 Madison # 725—1909.
Lorenz/AfterShock*: 1528Madison # 274—
8272.
Madison Flame: 1588 Madison
© 278—9839.
*
Mélange: 948 South Cooper # 276—0002.
Metro Memphis*: 1349 Autumn
® 274—8010.
One More*:2117 Peabody # 278—MORE
(6673).
Overstuffed Deli & Caterers: 3003 Airways
Blvd. #701 = 396—1969, 3727 South
Mendenhall = 362—2989, 7716 Poplar
Ave., Germantown # 757—1212.
Paragon Lounge*: 2865 Walnut Grove #
320—0026
s
P & H Cafe*: 1532 Madison Ave.
# 274—9794.
Pumping Station*: 1382 Poplar Ave.
# 272—7600.
Rumors*: 637 Hwy 145 South, Shannon,
MS # 601—767—9500.
The Jungle*: 1474 Madison # 278—4313.
The Other Side*: 3883 Highway 45 North,
Jackson, TN # 1—901—668—3749.
CARDS & GIFTS
Inz & Outz*: 553 South Cooper
# 728—6535.
GGS Gourmet: # 278—6218 or on the web
at GGSGourmet.com
CARPET CARE / CLEANING SERVICES
‘s Cleaning Service: # 726—4211.
King‘s Kleaning Service: Home or Office
# 745—3300.
Lee‘s Carpet Care: Commercial or
Residential, 24—hr. service, free estimates
# 327—6165.
COMMUNITY GROUPS
Alliance: Leather/levi club « Box 42174,
Memphis 38174.
Aloysius Home,inc.: (See Friends for Life).
American Gay Atheists (AGA) Memphis:
Box 41371, Memphis 38174—1371.
Aphrodite: 3430 Summer Ave, Memphis
:. Self2.
BGALA (Students for Bisexual, Gay &
Lesbian Awareness): University of
Memphis, c/o BGALA, 2522 Campus
Postal Station, Memphis, TN 38152—2521,
e—mail: bgala@memphis.cc.edu, website: —
www.people.memphis.edu/~bgala.
Bluff City Sports Association: Box 41803,
Memphis 38174—1803 # 726—4342, email:
memphisgaysoftball@yahoo.com . ~

Brothers & Sisters Bowling League:
© 465—4371 — Richard Andrews.
Cotton Pickin‘ Squares: Gay/Lesbian
Square Dance Club » Meets Thurs., 7 pm
Holy Trintiy «685 S.—Highland, Memphis
38104 @ 272—2116.
Crossroads: African American Gay men‘s
motivation/support/social group. Meets 1st
& 2nd Fridays. Conrad R. Pegues, 1902
Freemont Ave., Memphis 38114,
crpegues @aol.com:
Equality Tennessee: P.O. Box 330965,
Nashville,
TN
37203,
www.equalitytennessee.org.
4F: Leather/Levi group « 698 Pope Dr.,
Bartlett 38112.
First Congregational Church: Worship
Service: Sun. 9:30 & 10:00 am, Wed. 6
pm « 1000 South Cooper # 278—6786.
First Presbyterian Church: Sun. School,
9:30 am; Coffee & fellowship, 10:30 am;
Worship, 11 am « 166 Poplar # 525—
5619.
Friends For Life—HIV Resources: HIV/:
AIDS Service Organization +1384
Madison, Memphis 38104 # 272—0855 or
# 278—AIDS.
Holy Trinity Community Chureh*: Worship
Service: Sun. 9 & 11 am; Bible study:
Wed. 7 pm;—685 S. Highland, Memphis
38111.
=
e—mail:
office@ holytrinitymemphis.org.
Integrity Memphis: Meets the 3rd Tues.,
Healing Service/Eucharist, 6pm; Dinner,
6:30pm;—Meeting 7:30pm * c/o Calvary
Episcopal Church, 102 N: 2nd
® 525—6602.
Jackson Lambda Support Group:
Memphis Lambda Center # 901—427—1500
for information.
Living Word Christian Church: Worship
Service Sun.. 10 am & 6pm, Wed. 7 pm ®
2489 Broad Aver 452—6272
Loving Arms (Services for HIV+ Women
& Their Children): Shelia Tankersley,
P.O. Box 3368, Memphis, TN 38173 #
725—6730.
Memphis Area Gay Youth (MAGY): PO
Box 241852, Memphis, TN 38124 = 335—
__MAGY for info; website:www.geocities.
com.westhollywood/1772/.
Memphis Bears Club: 1066 Wrenwood,
«Memphis 38122 = 323—4773, e—mail:
info@memphisbears.com, website:
www.memphisbears.com.
Memphis Center for Reproductive Health:
1462 Poplar Ave # 274—3550.
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Atheists &
Humanists (GALAH): www.geocities.—
com/memphisgalah # 327—2677.
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community
Center (MGLCC): 892 S Cooper,
Memphis 38104 # 278—4297.
~
Memphis Lesbian & Gay Coalition for
Justice (MLGCJY): Box 241363, Memphis
38124
# 327—2677, e—mail:
@yahoo.com, www.geocities.com/
miggj.
Memphis Pride, Inc.: Gay, Lesbian,
Bisexual, & Transgendered Pride Events
+ Box 111265, Memphis 38111
# 32—PRIDE, e—mail: MphsPride@ aol.com.
Mirror Image: TV/TS support group * c/o
Barbara Jean Jasen, Box 11052,
Memphis, TN 38111—0052.
Mystic Krewe of Memphis United:
41 S. Century, Memphis, 38111.
www.geocities.com/mardigrasmemphis
Open Heart Community of Faith: North
end of First Congregational Church,1000
South Cooper, Rev. John Gilmore = 323—
3514.
Parents, Families & Friends of Lesbians
& Gays (P—FLAG): Box 172031, Memphis
. 38187—2031 # 761—1444.
Parents & Friends of Lesbians & Gays
(P—FLAG): Jackson, TN 38305
.# 1—901—664—6614 for information, e—mail:
burtren@aeneas.com
Stonewall Mission Church: A Progressive
Christian Church » Sun. Service 6:30 p.m.,
meets at the Center, 103 Berry Rd.,
Nashville, TN 37204 # (615) 269—3480.
Sunshine Travelers: Meets every other
Tuesday at 7 pm at The Jungle,
# 788—4PLA (4752)
Tennessee Leather Tribe: Gay men‘s/
women‘s leather org. 1568 Rolling Hills
Dr., Memphis, TN 38127—5409

# 357—1921.
Donald Morgan Bookkeeping and Tax
The Mid—Towners Bowling League:
Service: 5100 Sanderlin Rd. # 761—2110.
# 323—3111 — Linda Etherton, 342—4630 —
Karen B. Shea: Financial Consultant, Smith
James Bailey.
Barney Inc., 1661 International Dr., Ste.
Transexuals Memphis: Support group for
200 # 818—4134, 800—227—4146, fax: 818— :
transexuals (male to female)
4233.
—
# 272—3278 or e—mail; joannacamilla
Sarah A. Washington: Investment Advisor
@netzero.com
# 466—3588, website: www.lpl.com/
Tsarus: Leather—Levi club « Box 41082,
sarah.washington, e—mail: sarah.
Memphis 38174—1082.
washington @ Ipl.com.
Univ. of Miss. Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual
FLORISTS
Assoc.: GLBA, PO Box 3541, Univ., MS
Botanica: 3092 Poplar, = 458—1929.
38677 =
662—915—7049, email:
glba@olemiss.edu, website: http:// — Park East Florist: 6005 Park # 761—2980.
GRAPHICS/PHOTOGRAPHY
www.olemiss.edu/orgs/glba.:
ABC/A2Z:
Digital
Photography/
UT—Martin
Campus: and
Videography. By Appointment = 377—
community. Alternate Weds. 5 p.m. Info
7701.
131F Humanities Bldg., Martin 38238;
Graffiti Graphics: 1985 Madison #7
neilg@utm.edu = 587—7301.
WAC (Woman‘s Action Coalition): PO — © 278—5002..
It‘s Done!: Typing, word processing/printing
Box 1203, 3566 Walker, Memphis 38111
service—resumes, thesis, manuscripts, etc;
©.195—4308.
Printers Ink: Box 11485,—0485 # 454—1411.
RK Photo: Black & white photography,
processing & printing services. Full color
post card advertising. Call # 452—2766 or
e—mail"Btag69a@prodigy.com.
See—S: Portraits & photography = 327—3760.
HELP & INFORMATION LINES
Affirmation:—# (708) 733—9590.
AIDS Switchboard: = 278—AIDS.
Gay & Lesbian Helpline: = 1—888—340—
GLBT (Mon.—Fri., 5—10pm, Sat.—Sun., 4—
9pm).
Gay & Lesbian Hotline: = 1—800—285—7431
(24 hr. help & information for Lesbians,
Gays, transvestites & transexuals).
Gay & Lesbian Youth Hotline: = 1—800—
# 678—3339.
347—TEEN (Thu.—Sun., 7pm—11:45pm.).
Gay & Lesbian Switchboard: # 278—4297
* 24—hrs.
COUNSELING SERVICES
LINC: # 725—8895.
Alive Memphis! A Holistic Healing Genter,
Memphis Sexual Assault Resource
www.alivememphis.com, Individual &
Center: # 272—2020
f
Couples Therapy, EMDR, Radiant Heart
Narcotics Anonymous: # 276—LIVE.
Therapy. # 372—2991, Susan Taranto;
Peer Listening: Youth—staffed GLBT youth
372—2593, Carol Schlicksup.
hotline (Mon.—Fri., 3—9pm) # 1—800—399— _
Eric
Cassius,
LP.C., C.H.T.:
PEER!"
Hypnotherapy, "Individual,""Group, —
Suicide & Crisis Intervention:
Adolescent, Couples & Family Counseling.
# 274—7477.
Sliding scale fee available. = 685—5491
Transvestite—Transexual National
for appointment.
Hotline: # (617) 899—2212 (8—2am, Mon.—
Joel Chapman, PhD: 1000 S. Cooper #
Sat.).
844—4357.
Kent D. Fisher, LPC, MAC: Experiential
LEGAL SERVICES
Healing Center, 1713 Lockett Place #
Wayne C. Gulledge, Attorney at Law:
372—0710. EMDR, group, individual,
6041 Hwy 4 W, Senatobia, MS 38668 #
couples & family therapy. _
(662) 301—2014 or (662) 292—0823.
Gary Gardia, M.Ed., LCSW: Midtown
David Hooper, Attorney at Law: 1870
location; grief, loss; Lesbian,Gay &
Union Ave # 274—6824.
transgender; individuals, couples
Deborah K. Brooks, Attorney at Law: 200
# 527—1098.
Jefferson Ave. = 529—8888.
Anne S. Gillis, MS: Individual, couple &
Susan Mackenzie, Attorney at Law: 266
family counseling, rebirthing # 761—3435.
So. Front St., Ste. 206 # 527—7701.
Patricia Goshorn, M.Ed.: Licensed
Robert Ross, Attorney at Law: 100 N.
Psychological Counselor « Simmons,
Main, Ste 3310 # 525—0417.
Kelman & Assoc., 3960 KnightArnold Rd, .._ Jocelyn D. Wurzburg, Attorney at Law:
Ste 316 = 369—6050.
eeteo
5118 Park , Ste 232, = 684—1332.
.
Cliff Heegel, PhD: Licensed Psychologist ®
Jason O0. Young, Jr., Attorney at Law:
Centerpoint, 5180 Park Ave. Ste 150
147 Jefferson,Ste 806, # 728—4000.
# 767—1066.
LODGING
Sheridan Lambe, LCSW: Individual &
French Quarter Suites*: 2144 Madison
Couple Counseling, # 761—9178.
# 523—8912.
Rhonda Manning Hidaji, LCSW: Individual
Hampton Inn & Suites: 962 S. Shady
& Couples. Goal—Oriented Gestalt &
Grove, Group Sales—Events Coordinator:
Integrative Psychotherapy, Sliding Fee
E. Ryan Dougherty # 762—0056.
Scale, Germantown/Cordova area
The King‘s Cottage: Newly renovated, 87—
# 757—7706.
89 Clark Place, Midtown Memphis
Joseph Robert Pfeiffer, LCSW:
# 722—8686, www.thekingscottage.com.
# 578—9107.
M. Todd Puckett, MS, LPC: Personal
MASSAGE SERVICES
Enhancement Coaching. « 5050 Poplar
ABC A Bodywise Company Guesthouse:
Ave., Suite 2400 # 844—6228.
Relaxing therapeutic, full—body massage/
J. Kent Usry, M.Div., MAC, LCSW:
sports massage. By appointment. # 377—
Counseling Individuals, Couples, Children,
7701.
& Families. Specialties: Trauma,
Massage by Jim: # Pager 541—0579.
Addictions, Grief & Sexuality. Sliding Fee
Massageby Joseph: Full body stress
Scale. # 491—8632.
relief = 358—7438.
Steven Pair: Sports, therapeutic, relaxing,
Kathryn T. Vullo, PhD: Licensed Clinical
Psychologist, LLC +8590 Farminton Blvd.,
Swedish massage #
277—1705,
Ste. 3,G‘twn, 670 Colonial Rd., Ste. 1,
aol.com
Mphs.. # 848—6666, www.inter—
Tom Pitman: Rejuvenating full—body
personalnet.com.
massage by appointment. # 761—7977.
DENTAL SERVICES
MEDIA
William N. Castle, D.D.S.: Dentist « 79 j Family & Friends: Free monthly magazine
North Cooper # 685—5008.
* Box 771948, Memphis 38177—1948,
# 682—2669, Fax: 685—2234, email:
FINANCIAL SERVICES
FamilyMag@aol.com, http://members.
Ronnie Bingham, CPA: Taxes, accounting,
aol.com/familymag/homepage.html.
estate planning # 753—1413.
August 2003 — The

Triangle Journal News: Free monthly
newspaper published by Printers Ink *
Box 11485, Memphis, 38111—0485
# 454—1411, Fax: 454—14141 *51, email:
memphis TJN@aol.com,
website:
www.memphistrianglejournal.com.
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
Antique Warehouse*: 2563 Summer
# 323—0600.
Balnea Blue Hair Salon: 2111 Madison #
726—0090.
Bereavement Express: A unique way to
express your sympathy to family, friends,
co—workers, clients. # 578—9107;
www.LandscapesPublishing.com
Christian Funeral Directors: 2615 Overton
Crossing # 358—0062
*
Dabbles Hair Co.: 19 N. Cooper
# 725—0521.
Girls Work: Incudes: House Doctors,
Intimate Occasions, Lunch to Go,
BasketGrams & Everyday Services =
2761935, email: griswrk@hotmail:.com,
http://www.webspawner.com/users/
girlswork/index.html.
Bob Hughes, EdD: Yoga, relaxation &
meditation classes # 682—0855.
Bonnie‘s Doggie Day Care: 885 S. Cooper,
# 726—1300.
g
Love Song Greeting Cards: Specializing
in greeting cards for lovers only »P.0. Box
676, Horn Lake, MS 38637—2165.
McPherson Appliance Clinic: Sales,
service & repair, Heating & A/C. » 1447
National, = 327—6887, 327—7395.
Midtown Galleries & Auction, Inc.*:
Antiques, Art, Painted & Unusual
Furnishings « 2228 Central # 725—0049.
Midtown House Cleaning Service: 15yr.
exp., ref., onsight est., « = 274—0281
evenings or weekends.
Mr. Scruff‘s Pet Care: Pet sitting # 725—
9216.
=
Paggios for Hair Salon: # 274—3944.
Pet Care Unlimited: Petsitting and/or house
sitting by competent, caring couple =
726—6198.
Enrica Ramey:—Insurance Memphis
# Business: 377—1075, e—mail:
EnricaRamey@aol.com.
TNT Painting: Tom Rowe & Trent Gatewood
# 568—9222.
Tom Webb Ins.: Insuring in the Gay and —
Lesbian Community, 4646 Poplar
# 682—2170.
Vantek: Internet Services * Box 11187,
Memphis 38111—0187 = 324—4999,
e—mail: viadmin @ vantek.net.
www.
tarts Now.com:
Professional magicians, live animals,
clowns, balloon artists, face painter, DJs,
pony rides & illusionists—fund raisers
# 358—7258—Nicholas Toombs.
REAL ESTATE SERVICES
Russell Armstrong, Developer, Looney
Developments: 194 Looney Ave. # 525—
3044.
Brian Clanton, The Carter Group: 1908
Exeter, Ste. 2, Germantown # 753—7222,
458—3852.
Joanna Johnson, Realtor, Clay Johnson
Realty: 757—B West Poplar Ave.
# 853—0237.
f
Glenn Moore, Broker, Owner, Woodland
Realty: # 377—1057.
Darian Porter, Affiliate Broker, The Carter
Group: 1908 Exeter, Ste. 2, Germantown
# 753—7222, 278—4079.
Steve Solomon, Broker, Sowell &
Company: 54 S. Cooper # 278—4380.
Randy Wilder, Affiliate Broker, Sowell &
Company: 54 S. Cooper # 278—4380.
TRAVEL
Great American Cruises, Inc.: Cruise.
Travel Agency, Sherman Perkins, 52 N.
Second # 525—5302.
Travel Customized by Jean Morris:
Member International Gay & Lesbian
Travel Association # 465—2936.
TJN IS ALSO DISTRIBUTED |_
AT THESE LOCATIONS
Circuit Playhouse: 1705 Poplar Ave.
# 726—5521..
Memphis and Shelby County Public
Library: 3030 Poplar Ave. # 725—8800.
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Bluff

_

Clty Sports Association
Softball Tournament
~ Sunday, Aug. 10, 1 p.m.

f

Tobey Fields Park — Fields #2 and #3
(Central and Hollywood)
Final Game Starts at 6 p.m.

:

Up on the Basics"
Free Softball Clinic
Sunday, Aug. 24, 1 p.m.
Tobey Field #1
: Batting, Pitching, Catching, Fielding, Throwing and Game Basics :
: Call 901—301—7091 or e—mail commish@bluffcitysports.net for information :
ePage24—
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